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Aldermanic candidates for eI°  ction 
By Donna ValHeres 
Herald Staff writer 
• This is the last in a series of aldermanic candidates' 
profiles. 
Today we feature Gerry Duffus, John MacCormac, 
and Dout Mumford, three of the seven contenders for 
the three available seats on council which will be filled 
after election day on Saturday, Nov. 19. 
Duffus, a property manager, Maccormac, a 
painter, and mumford, a security guard and in. 
cumbant alderman, present their views on Terrace, 
municipal council, and what they would do if elected. 
Other candidates vying for the aldermanic seats are 
incumbents Helmut Giesbrecht and Jack Talstra, Lily 
Meilsen and Alan Soutar. 
This is the conclusion of our three-part series on 
council candidates which was preceded last week by a 
rundown of regional district candidates for electoral 
area Ca and school trustee candidates. 
Tommorrow in the Daily Herald we will have a 
complete recap of candidates running in all elections. 
Terrace 
0 | I 
Mumford 
Doug Mumford has a 
wholelist of concerns and 
a detailed platform' but 
hiis major "plank" in his 
platform is his role as 
alderman. 
Mumford, bowling 
lanes owner and security 
guard, was elected to 
council by acclaimation 
in the by-election held 
last June. 
"It is my duty as an 
alderman to listen and 
consider the views of all 
ind iv iduals ,  c lubs, 
minority groups, 
pressure groups, friends, 
men-friends, delegations 
or whatever," hesaid.  
He halfeves it is his job to 
help people with their 
goals as long as those 
goals do not conflict with 
the fights of others ,  
Another duty of council is 
to "find,welcome and 
foster new industries," 
Mumford said. 
Terrace has suffered 
from a lack of diver- 
sification in industrial 
development, he added. 
"We should not be trying 
to put  obstacles in the 
path of a developer, but 
we should greet him 
warmly and allow him 
proceed with limited 
restrictinns,"Mumtord 
I 
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Duffus 
Gerry Duffus describes 
himself as a "back up 
man" and wants to bacg 
up the people of Terrace 
on council. 
Duffus, who served two 
terms as an alderman on 
council but did not run i n 
the last • municipal 
elections, stressed that 
municipal affairs are 
"people services," such 
as policing, firefighting, 
reads, sidewalks, 
drainage sewage, water 
systems and gargage 
disposal. 
Anyone elected to 
council must be familiar 
with these areas and 
must do a great deal of 
homework before making 
decisions on council 
which will affect these 
areas. 
"Healthy and in- 
telligent dicussions with 
fellow adermen, seeking 
the advice of staff 
members,~a fair. amount 
of common sense and 
ligic, and most important 
of all listening," are the 
things needed to make 
council work, Duffus 
said. 
Anyone elected to 
develop policy must be 
well acquainted with the 
legal documentaries, 
such as resolutions, bills 
and bylaws, public 
works, and finance, 
Duffus aid. 
"Money can be drib- 
bled away in small 
amounts," he warned. 
Borrowing arrangements 
for large projects can run 
into hundreds of thusands 
of dollars, Duffus said, 
so this money must be 
spent wisely. 
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The "sensitive Duffus said op- themornot. How wecan 
business" of recreation is tlmisticaily. "These off receive them and how we 
another esponsibility of us who are there now can adjust o them if they 
council, he said, and the should decide to make do come. 
mayor and council this our home town." 
should meet with the Earlier in the town's "Most importantisthat 
recreation commission history, residents were by taking these under 
monthly, told of a copper smelter, consideration, now, we 
Discussions on how to a steel mill, port can derive the greatest 
improve and upgrade development and railway benefit for Terrace," 
recreation facilities in ex~pansion. As a result of Duffus stated. "The 
Terrace would result in a thin, people made "some mayor and council are 
moother operation of panicky and expedient expected to and must 
these facilities and decisions." Duffus said. give the leadership and 
greater use of the All of these things will direction." 
recreation complexes, comein time, he said, but The alternative to this 
"We have weathered we have to decide is anotherr and bust, he 
an economic storm," whether we still want said. 
Whale beached French fries 
stated. 
"Our rigid restrictive 
attitude is forcing us out 
of the market for in- 
dustry." 
A long range plan should 
be made to encourage 
secondary industry, 
according to Mumford. 
This development plan 
would include future 
industrial sites, 
residential sites and 
recreational sites. 
Such a plan would have 
to include Thornhill, 
Mumford said, if not by 
amalgamation then by 
cooperation between me 
two communizes. 
Cooperation between 
Terrace and Kitimat 
must also be encouraged, 
be said, because the two 
are economically 
dependent and should 
beth benefit from any 
industrial, recreational 
or medical facility in 
either town. 
"Better service for less 
cost through better 
management" will have 
to be provided to 
municipal owned 
recreational facilities, 
Mumford said. 
Concerning rezoning, 
Mumford stated be would 
like to return as an 
alderman "to continue 
the fight for the rezoning 
of the 4700 block, Lazelle 
Avenue." 
A public hearing should 
be held to give the 
property owners, along 
with everyone inTerrace, 
a chance to give their 
views for or againsl~ the 
rezoning. ' 
"I feel the citizens of 
Terrace should never be 
denied a chance to ex- 
~dress their views," 
umford stated. "On the 
contrary, they should be 
given every chance to 
give input to as many 
decisions as possible." 
0! his five month 
record on council, 
Mumford stated he has 
worked hard to learn the 
systems and procedures 
of municipal government 
MacCormac 
people who could lose 
their jobs, he said, "and 
we can't afford to have 
anymore unemployed in 
this town." 
The real loss, though, 
MacCormac feels, is that 
36 residents have already 
been transferred as part 
of the provincial 
guveromenF phase-out of 
the lodge and nobody 
knows what's happening. 
"I want to let people 
knwo what the hell is 
going on up there," he 
said. 
John MacCormac said 
his reasons for getting 
into municipal politics for 
the first time as "many 
and varied." 
He first decided to run 
when, during the 
municipal by-election in 
June, two candidates got 
in by acclamation, a 
situation he feels  is 
"unhealthy." 
MacCormac stated he 
has four major 
challenges if he gets 
elected to council. 
They are getting 
Terrace an expanded, 
permenent job base, 
keeping what Terrace 
already has, ad- 
ministrating the com- 
munity in an economical 
way while maintaining 
services, and "doing the 
above three in a way that 
works with the people of 
Terrace -- not just for 
them." 
People don't need a 
"big brother" approach 
from council, Mac- 
Cormac said, and instead 
should be able to 
determine their own 
wishes. 
He has specific plans to 
see Terrace grow, and 
feels we must show solid 
and feels he is now in a 
position to give more 
mput. 
"I have supported all 
positive development 
proposals, and am 
pleased to say that I took 
part in recommending 
the library referendum," 
he said. 
MacCormac feels 
council could do more to 
~romote secondary in. 
ustry in Terrace. 
"It's a responsibility of
council to seek monies 
whether local or out of 
town," he said. Council 
has to come up with a 
more feasible plan to 
promote investment 
within.Terrace, .. ::::::.:,- 
"We should seriously 
look at 1,000 acres west of 
the airport," which could 
be available for in- 
dustrial land. he said. 
"I feel that my in- 
volvement in many 
aspects of life in many 
communities has taught 
me to make decisions," 
Mumford said. "I stand 
by my judgements but I 
can, when proven wrong, 
admit it and change my 
view." 
especially if Thornhill is 
against amalgamation. 
MacCormac stated he 
was definitely against 
spot zonign, but since 
1972, councils have 
promised they would 
draw up a master zoning 
plan, ~which no cermet 
has done since than. 
MacCormac concluded 
his platform by staling 
thatbe has no conflict of 
interest in serving on 
council and that everyone 
has to join together if 
Terrace is to prosper. 
in Stewart smell fishy o.mm..,, before  soliciting help 
STEWART, B.C. (CP) simistic that the whale from senior govern- 
ments. -- A young whale could survive the night on 
beacheditselfTuesday on the mud fiats." RICHMOND, B.C. sidles, while he has been However, the social, 
(CP) - -  The British consistently refused beth political, economic and 
mudflats near this British The mayor said Van- Columbia . legislature's federal and provincial environmental spects of 
Columbia coastal corn- couver Aquarium of- food inquiry committee government assistance, development must be 
munity after being freed ficials were contacted said Tuesday it would in- Alan Barker, manager considered before any 
from the flats earlier in and offered to assist in vesti~ate the pricing of the B .C.  Coast steps are taken to develop 
the day. any way they could. 
Mayor Ian MacLeod "If the whale is still practmes of McCain Vegetable Co-operative Terrace. 
said the whale, whichhad alive in the morning, Foods Ltd., Canada's told the inquiry Monday Skeenaview Lodge is 
been freed by local we'll attempt o move it largest french fry potato that Spetifore stopped one of ' MacComac's 
citizens, beached itself into one o f  the shnilow processor, buying potatoes from special concerns. 
again shortly after dark, salt water pools in the Several committee Fraser Valley farmers, Council should 
and appeared to be in harbor," he said. "They members feel that Me- leaving 14,000 tons worth "demand" that decisions 
critical condition. (the aquarium) indicated Cain's, which is believed almost $1 million without involving planning for the 
to have received close to a market, senior citizen care 
"He appeared to be they would come in and $20 million in various facility should be made d isor iented  " dean thm the v ery " " , y " g y could to 
MacLeod said. "He had help." government aid Committee member with local imput, Mac- 
lots of opportunities to get programs, is trying to put Cyril Shelford (SC-- Cormac said, and that is 
out to deepwater, but just He said the men who a Delta, B.C., frozen food Terrace) told the inquiry something the present 
wouldn't go. He kept on helped free the whale plant out of business, the price war "appears to council is not doing. 
swimming into things, notlced it had several old The committee voted be predatoryprlehlgand MacCormac ,~ ~o~ Cattle 
like therewassomething scars that they said could unanimously to call top if that type of thing persenallyinvolvedintbe Pr i soners  to  be  taken  
wrong with his sonar." have been inflicted by McCain's executives and continues anyplaaning of lodge, but said he is ~ 
MacLeod said a local gun shots, senior officials of the future production (within making it an issue we 
B.C. Hydro worker, who He said the whale was federal department ofre- B.C.)is absolutely use- because "nobedyelse has f l ight  
was watcbingthe animal, 10-feetlong, between 800 gional economic ex- less." taken astando , " of f  commerc ia l  s ~ 
said the whale looked and 1,000 pounds and was pausion (DREE), which Committee chairman The wages and (CP) -- Motorists 
very sick and was "pea- greyish-white in color, gives grants to industry. Len Bawtree (SC-- ,, Shuswa]).)saldheexpects menetary loss to the 0TrAWA (CP) -  The aircraft, travelling the southern 
community could be as Canadian Penitentiary The . subcommittee, Trans-Canada Highway 
• Geor;e Spetifore, McCains and DREEof- high as $3 million, Service has stopped appointed to investigate between here and Hope 
Murder  t r ia l  over  owner of the Delta food ficials to co-operate with MacCormac said. moving prisoners on prison violence, said Tuesday night had to 
plant, said his firm will the committee, but did Skeenaview employs 100 commercial flights and transfers hould be made contend with a herd of 
A Terrace man has another man, Patrick close in December not set a date for their henceforth will use by train, prison buses, or wandering cattle. 
been sentenced to life John Pepin, 17, was found because he cannot appearance. 
imprisonment after being not guilty, compete in a price war The meeting Tuesday TO OUR VALUED military planes for military or other Police said that two 
found guilty of a second The body of Paul An. being waged by McCain completed the first CUSTOMERS- transfers, a spokesman government aircraft, cattle trucks collided 38 
said Tuesday. Air Canada protested kilometres west of here, 
degree murder charge in _drew Arnold, 26, was of New Brunswick and session of public hearings . .The staff at the . . . . . .  movement of nrisoners and as a result, 165 head 
connection with the death found at the end of s McLeans of Prince that started in May, but Herald apologizes for ^~xMne.~ove .renews t.ne on its aircraft |ast year of cattle were set free. 
of another Terrace man. logging road near Kalum Edward Island. committee members said any i nconven ience  ~,~, ~, , .~ .  ~ j _~[ t  when several passengers RCMP said it would be 
Lake Drive north el Spetifore has said that more hearings are likely caused by our ~°' "~"'~ "~. " D~.~?u, cancelled tickets on some time before the 
Garth Clayton Young, Terrace last March. the two eastern firms next year. .t~ommons suDcommluee learning that hostage- cattle, which were 
26, was found guilty in A coroner's report read have received substantial Ba~.'tree said that the changeover f om days mac memoers were tAk,~r~ were bein~ roamin~ the highway 
Prince Rupert ~upreme at the trial stated thai federal and provincial aid inquiry and various to afternoons (and the "concerned about the ~ansf'erredto aneaster~ about six kilometres on 
uourt yesteroay after a Arnold had died from 12-day trial in which sttran~ulation, in the form of DREE studies has cost tax- subsequent late press movement of dangerous penitentiary on the same each side of the accident 
grants and freight sub- payers $438,000. time), prisoners on commercial ~ilight from Vancouver. site, could be rounded up. 
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in a red herring 
During the past several months "Recreation 
Chatter" has been neglected. The District of Terrace, 
Perks and Recreation Dept., which intends to resume 
writing this column to provide the Community with 
current information regarding the Programmes and 
special events being offered. 
The news this week comes from the Recreation 
Program area, which is coordinated by Sharon 
Lough. We are presently inthe idea finding process for 
the upcoming winter session of Recreational 
Programmes, which commence on January 23, 1978. 
The aim is to provide veryone with the opportunity to 
choose from a broad variety of recreational ctivities. 
We'd appreciate input of ideas from individuals and 
~roups m the Community as to the type of 
Programmes they would like to participate in. We'd 
welcome proposals for new programmes from people 
who would like to instruct a course. We'd also like 
people to suggest programmes they would like to see 
happening m the Community because they can 
idenWy a need for it. However, we do not intend to 
conflict with existing programmes; we aim to support 
meln.  
In regard to Instructors for the programmes, we are 
looking for persons ~vho have a reasonable amount of 
expertise, plus the energy and leadership qualifies 
which are essential toevery successful programme. A 
potential Instructor doesn't necessarily have to be an 
expert craftsperson or excellent at a sport for 
example. A sincere desire to share their craft or sport 
with others, plus their willingness to give their efforts 
are the important qualities. We will give the In- 
structor all the assistance they require in terms of 
resources or teaching tips. 
Sharon Lough would like to meet and chat with 
people in regards to their programme ideas and 
concerns, and also with those who are keen on sharing 
their enthusiasm and skilis in a particular 
recreational pursuit by becoming an Instructor. 
Sharon can be contacted at the Recreation Office or 
ceil 638-1177. 
We are wor~ng in co-operatinn with Frances Long, 
the Community Education Services Coordinator for 
the School District and Northwest Community 
College, to put together a joint programme handbook 
which will promote a]l of the educational and 
recreational programmes and services available 
during the January to April winter session. 
Registration day for all of the recreational and 
educational winter sesS!on programmes will occur at 
the same time and place; January 14th at the Terrace 
Arena Banquet Room. By co-operating in this venture 
we aim to provide a more efficient service to the 
Community. 
NDP held Fire drills 
meeting 
Jim Fulton, New 
Democratic Party 
candidate for the Federal 
Skeena Riding, spoke to a 
full house of supporters 
on Saturday, November 
12th. In his address, he 
touched upon many of the 
serious problems that 
face residents in this 
region. Unemployment 
and the lack of sensible 
economic plans for 
development were 
highlighted. 
These problems 
remain, Mr. Fulton 
noted, despite the fact 
that the present MP is a 
cabinet Minister in the 
Liberal Government. As 
evidence of this pointed to 
the transportation fiasco 
on the North coast. This 
proves that a change of 
representation is
necessary. 
Mr. Fulton's speech 
was preceded by 
meetings designed to 
establish an election 
strategy for the next 
Federal election. Party 
members expressed 
great confidence that 
Skeena will be returned 
to the NDP in the next 
Parliament. If the 
success of the Saturday 
meetings and Social is an 
indication, this prediction 
should prove to be 
correct. 
KUALA LUMPUR, 
Malaysia (AP) -- Two 
men claiming to be ~tch 
doctors have been ar- 
rested for cheating more 
than 50 people with 
promises that they could 
plant money and 
]ewellery and grow 
money and jewellery 
trees. 
The men collected 
valuables, promising to 
return in a few days with 
the valuables multiplied 
77 times. But they didn't 
come back and police 
have found many of the 
goods in pawn shops 
where they )rod been 
hocked for a third of theu' 
value. 
Police said many of 
those duped were literate 
people, including English 
school teachers. 
I 
no good 
VICTORIA (CP) -- 
• Fire drills at schools here 
are inadequate and 
represent a hazard, a 
teacher says in a brief to 
Greater Victoria school 
trustees. 
David Caddell, a 
teacher in the nearby 
Sooke school district 
whose children attend 
Greater Victoria schools, 
told trustees that fire 
drills are conducted in a 
cursory manner. 
He said that that some 
children respond b~ 
hiding in the school 
the alarm is over, then 
run back to their class- 
rooms, attempting tofind 
their teacher in the school 
or searching for brothers 
and sisters. Others leave 
the school and go home. 
Getting the drill out of 
the way quickly and with 
a minimum of disruption 
often is the general aim of 
the exercise, Caddeli said 
Monday. 
Fire department 
personnelsometimes are 
made to feel unwelcome 
in the schools when they 
make inspections, he 
added. 
Caddell recommended 
holding three or four fire 
drills in the first part of 
the school year, and at 
least one drill a month 
after that, with no ad- 
vance warning, with one 
or more normal exits 
blocked, and when 
students are not in their 
normal places. 
By DOUG LONG 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The 
Progressive Con- ' 
servative and New 
Democratic opposition 
combined Tuesday to 
attsek the Liberal 
government for evading a
principle of 
parliamentary govern- 
ment-ministerial re- 
sponalbllity for acts of 
RCMP security forces. 
They condemned the 
cabinet for failing to 
accept the blame for a 
spate of alleged illegal 
actions by the federal 
police. 
Their Commons ' 
comments, met .by 
Liberal counter-attacks 
supported by Social 
Credit, came during a 
day devoted to business 
chosen by the .Con- 
scrvatives. 
Later, the Liberal 
majority easily turned 
back a Progressive 
Conservative non-con- 
fldenee motien which was 
• supported by. the New 
Democrats. 
The votes on the motion 
and on an NDP amend- 
ment were identical, 104 
to 65, with Social Credit 
supporting the govern- 
ment. 
Standing of the 204-ecat 
Cenunons is l ibera l  141, 
Conservative 91, NDP 16, 
Social Credit 10, In- 
dependent 1 and vacant 5. 
Both sides upheld the 
honor of the RCMP, 
accused the other of 
dragging the force 
thro-ugh- the mud as a 
political expedient and 
levelled charges of in- 
competence and 
negligence concerning 
the imnclling of the affair. 
FEARED DEFEAT 
Former prime minister 
John Diefenbaker said 
only the Liberals would 
have ordered the RCMP 
in 1973 to steal Patti 
Quebecois membership 
Go "t vote v wins 
of non-confidence 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The servative motion that 
Liberal majority in the condemned the govern- 
Commons easily turned ment for the lack of 
aside opposition votes of ministerial responsibility 
non-confidence Tuesday and 104 to 65 for a New 
night which condemned Democratic Party 
the government for its amendment which had 
handling of the RCMP the effect of condemning 
affair, the government for not 
The votes were 104 to 65 living up to the rule of 
on a Progressive Con- law. 
Elaine Perry 
Library News 
November 13-19, 1977, is the Canadian Children's 
Book Festival. It's to celebrate - celebrate a wealth of 
books for children written in Canada. Whether it's 
fact or fancy, you can ready our own version of it. 
For adventure, try Honor Bound, in which Miles, a 
pioneer boy, listens to prophecies by an Ojibway 
medicine man, looks for treasure hidden in his log 
cabin, and wonders if his lost sister Honor will he 
found. 
It is no normal doll that he wins Jane and ~heth~ 
buy in a Toronto antique store. It seems to be a 
with some unpleasant woman from the past, and it 
works a Double spell through the twins. Janet Lynn is 
the author of this tale of the supernatural. 
Teddy, of The wooden people, makes marionettes to 
replace the friends he loses every time his father 
moves, taking the family with him. He tries to keep 
his people a secret from his often angry'father, until 
the day of the talent show in Chatko Falls, Alberta, 
when his sisters and friends persuade him to produce 
a show for everyone. 
Closer home, Ann Blades has written two charming 
tales -Mary of Mile 18, and a Boy of Tache. Tache is 
an Indian reserve, northwest of Prince George, and 
the beautiful landscapes painted i n tbe  book are 
familiar to all of us. l i t t le  Badger and the Fire Sph~t, 
by Maria Campbell, author of Halfbrecd, tells show a 
brave blind boy brought fire to man. The vivid full 
page illustrations reflect our mountainous winter 
scenes. Hugh Weatherby, in Tales the totems tell, 
recounts ten short stories behind some of the totem 
poles. They include stories of raven stealing the moon 
and of the whale keeping his promise. 
Tony Baloney is fibbing again 
Look at him wriggle and try to pretend. 
Tony Baloney is telling a lie; 
Phony old Tony Baloney, Goodbye! 
For more nonsense rhymes, try Alligator Pie, or 
Garbage Delight, by Dennis Lee, or Down by Jim 
Long's Stage by Al Pittman. Verses like this are fun to 
twirl around the tip of your tongue. 
For fun and games and finding out about things, 
read Owl or the Canadian Children's magazine. 
Rescue a bid, paint an egl~, fill in a crossword puzzle. 
These magazines are ~ampacked with ideas and 
stories. 
There is a lot of Canadian children's writing to 
celebrate. To join in the festivities, the library is 
planning a fun program for school age children. 
Come for puzzles, games and excitement on Saturday, 
November 19, at 11:00 a.m. 
NORTHWEST SEMINAR 
on m I c 
RESOURCE ECONOMICS 
and ENVIRONMENT 
Saturday, Nov. 19 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
at Muheim Memorial School, Smithers 
Registration $2,00 (includes lunch) 
7 Guest Speakers 
Day care provided at no extra charge 
BEAT HIGH PRICES - -  BUY DIRECT FROM DESIGNER 
GET A CUDDLY-SOFT "HAPPI-COAT" FOR CHRISTMAS 
~,- '~  NO.IRON, SEAMsTRESS-SEWN, INTERLOCK 
~'i'  ~ .  PLEASE POL'reSTEe PRINT IN GLORIOUS NlULTICOLOURS 
,.~! 't * : "~("~ p,ol.,u"r TO: "ICENI FASHIONS BOX 147 LIONS BAY 
~J ~S~ ~ L~ ' ~:/ ~ ~ ~ L ~ LENGTH "HAPPI-COAT" (~., S2S.O0 PLUS 7% 
" ' .,.oo,.c. TAX 
, , OT ,;UA, N EEO) size . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~ ;  ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  POSTAL CODE . . . . . . . . . .  
~" -~ ADDRESS ,, ......................................... 
BONUS 
OFFER 
ORDER TODAY 
AND' RECEIVE 
A BEAUTIFUL 
DRAW-STRING 
PC.Y SATIN PURSE 
ABSOLUTELY FREE 
If No, CompleMly $aflJfied, 
Return Fo, Full Rnfund 
lists because the party 
feared defeat in a for- 
thcoming provincial elec- 
tion. 
Diofenbsker accused 
former solicitors-general 
Jean-Pien'e Goyer and 
Warren Alhnand of 
giving direct orders to 
force to carry out illegal 
activities. 
Solicitor.General 
Francis Fox said it has 
always been government 
policy to provide general 
guidance to Um force's 
security service, rather 
than assume control of 
day-to-day operations. 
He said polltieal in- 
tervention m a regular 
basis would leave the 
government ,-open to 
charges of collusion, 
The government has 
been saying cppesi'tion 
demands for tighter 
control of security serv- 
ices amounts to political 
intervention i  the RCM- 
P's 5 day-today aff~m.. 
Opposition Leader joe 
Cla~ said that although 
there are important 
promms the 
country, incluning a 
sagging economy and 
threats to national unity, 
the principle of min- 
sterial reslZmsibility was 
chosen for debate 
because "if we destroy 
that principle we destroy 
the system of ~ovem_- 
ment we have m this 
c°I?~has' become clear 
that cabinet will not 
accept responsibility 
when the law has been 
broken, be said. 
CLIMATE OF CON- 
TEMPT 
Justice Minister Ron 
Besford eountex~d that 
the opposition was 
drag . 
by saymg Conservative 
MPs are smearing the 
reputation of the RCMP. 
The Liberals merely 
wanted to deflect public 
attention from the issue. 
NDP Leader Ed 
Broadbont labelled 
cabinet reaction to rev- 
elations of spying, break- 
ins and theft-as "a 
debasement cf Canadian 
politics." 
The fundamental 
concern should be to 
protect liberty, not 
security: Any other 
response is phoney and 
dishonest, he chargeo. 
The Conservative 
motimi cited govermnent 
failure to follow the 
principle of ministerial 
responsibility, pointing 
out its reluctance to 
appoint an allparty 
committee to study the 
role of ministers in 
security operations. 
.The NDP amendment 
condemned the govern- 
ment's failure to uphold 
the rule of law. 
QTES PROBLEMS 
Elmer MacKay (PC-- 
Central Nova), who says 
he discovered a bugging 
device in his Parliament 
Hill office and has sag- 
~ ted the RCMP may ve been involved, said 
there are constitutional 
oblems govern ing  
MP authority. 
The federal force 
should he given a more 
clearly defined role in 
seenrity and inteIligeoce • 
and handed a prime 
function to fight 
organized crime, he said. 
He said Fox is unhappy 
with the RCMP's per- 
Pl ,, formance against 
working to create a di- organized crime. He and 
mate of suspicion and others called for abolition 
contempt for the RCMP of the police and security 
in the country." analyms group in the 
The government has seicitergeneral's 
repeatedly said that all ~enBrewin  
ueenle and RrouPs in me poopmi g p 
country must operate 
within the law and any 
other statement was an 
attempt o mislead the 
public, Basford said. 
EldonWoolliams 
(Calgary South), Con- 
servative justice critic, 
(NDP--Torento 
Greenwood) said his big- 
gest concern was the 
government's in- 
sensitivity to the pre- 
servation of human rights 
which depend on the 
maintenance of law and 
Brcwin said the RCMP Today, the Commons 
must have known that resumes debate on a 
some of its operations, government economic 
were illegal when they ~ill, destgned to stimulate 
included mail in- investment through tax 
arson, break- cuts. te~epUous, _ 
BISTRIOT OF TERPJr, E 
Parks & Iboreatbn Beparlmmfl 
EMPLOVMENT OPPORTUIIITIES - 
variety of recreational programes. 
plicatlens from enthusiastic people who have some 
basic skill level and • desire te share thdr knowledge 
wilh others. 
WYd..like you to help u.s provide an. bm:iti~ 
recreatiooul program for our Community. Can you 
help? 
Pohmtial Instr~tors and Leaders for Ihe iq~eminll 
twelve week winter session of recreational prolPwms, 
which commence January ~lrd, shauM centact Sham 
Lengh before November ~th, IW7, et IN-I1/7. 
Sh.m Langh 
Recroatfon Program Ce-Ordinater 
District of Terrace 
Perks & Recreation Depertmant 
~lS Eby Slrset 
Terrace, B.C. 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, invesflga~ theadvantages of rids rent. 
to-own plan. All monies POM apply to pvrclmon, llbliy 
tie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st and last 
months rent end drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
7B F 25O pickup178 Econoline Van 178 C 100 Chav Im 
s,,.oop r m,th I sm.oop  month I .s1 u - 
lease end price I lease end wicel rose m w,w 
S2,175.00 i S1,975.00 I S,,8/5.N 
or simply return [ or simply return J or simply return 
78 Camsro HTI7B Zephyr Sedan i 71 Oo4Je Van IIi 
$139.00 per month [ $124.00 per month I $129.S0 I~. 
lease end •pricel ease end price i lease ona price 
s2,ms.oo I slJns.oo I sl~Ts~ 
or simply returnl or simply return | or simply relmm 
/8Fleeta3clr. "i78F150 4x4  178 OMs Cl~lllss 
S99.00 per month [ SlSS.00per month i Sl39.00 I~. 
lease end price l lease end price i lease elm price 
S1400.00 I S2,27S.00 I s~m.eo 
or simrly returnl~simply return Jar simply return 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS 
COLLECT 987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
11i0MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.004/PA 
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF 
KIT IMAT-ST IK INE  
IEIEFEIIEENDUM BY'LAW 
NO. 94, 1977 
Public notice is hereby given to the Electors of the defined 
portion of Electoral Area E, more commonly known as 
ThornhilI.Queensway, that a poll shall be taken in ac. 
cordance with the provisions of the "Municipal Act" to 
determine whether or not the electors wish to participate in 
the Thornhill Fire Service Loan Authorization By-law No. 50, 
Amending By-law No. 94. 
To provide Fire Protection Service to the unincorporated 
community of Thornhill, it is necessary to increase the tax 
levy to increase the budget to the Thornhill Fire Department. 
The following briefly sets out the proposed amendment: 
The annual cost of providing Fire Protection Service to 
the unincorporated community of Thornhill, including 
capital, debt retirement, capital acquisition, and 
operational costs shall not exceed an annual levy of eight 
(8) mills. 
Take notice that the above is a synopsis of a by.law that may 
be inspected at the Regional District Office, No.9.4644 Lazeile 
Avenue, Terrace, from 0:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and is notto be 
deemed an interpretation of the by.law. 
The poll will be conducted at Thornhill Elementary Sch~l 
and Clarence Michiel School on the 19th day of November, 
1977 between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. 
Lucy Wood 
Returning Officer 
I 
CO-OP of VAL 
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THUR-FRI-SAT 
NOVEMBER 
17-18-19 
I Finishing sander and polisher. Double in- Attractive 12 to 30 cup pert. An automatic 
i time.temperature control eliminates ! sulated. Perfect for fine finishing wood, 
_ i _  n • _ n . . . . .  guesswork - assures delicious coffee every ; metal, plastics. Extra fast, 10,000 orbits per ~ i 
| ~pnn in imimlp_  j j~ l i l l i l~  Ha l i te  J~, W ~ _ time. Special "Serve" light signals when | minute for fast, easy removal. Flush sands • 
g l m g w w i W  1 l g i l g  IRllvee4~p qMIWllVe kW " coffee's reedy, ' on 3 sides. Paper size 3%"x9". ~x 
| • • • and the two.way ! Item No. 168 138 
t Styled in wide leg or flare. Sizes 28-40 ~ .... . :~vC;'~u,i~:~sv~ I 
' " - - - - - -  V . . . .  ~ h~" T ~ ....... " ' '  'ps over for ! . , ,  13 ,88  ~. : 
I . . j • . L" continuous flow. ' L,  t Rug.Price 21.96  Paur Speo al Pr ioe  ! 70q~q~ Panr ~ ~ HorvostGotd. 16" I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " " " "  ~ ~ i ' Item No 107 714 I ~ L'I 
t • i - • 
• • L I  I L1 
i Pylamas Boys ~ ; I " 
• | m*' 
| In a good assortment of patterns and oolours. Sizes 8-18 ~ Eac, I l l . l iD  I I~  
' 20% o. m.  1 i 
' |  - -  . _  -= Removable crockery liner for easy cleanup. i, r l i v i l inV l  ann iH i l _q i l i l l i gV l lg ' i i l  Lao les  t serving and storing. Special low.watt heating ~ 
L| ~ "  ~ I~ ,  ~ element designed for attaining and main. ; • 
|~ . . . . . . . . . .  L~q taining proper low cooking temperature. 3V2 . LLOYDS DIGITAL  CLOCK RADIO 
i ,  Mane or cohen in a pen range or sizes ana OOlOUrS. • qt. capacily. . . • . i • 
: l  ~k Item "0. 208 643 I Electronic digital clock radio. Snooze button, 
l i  - -  -- . - -  -- _ . . _ . I l i  L'~ ! slide controls. AM.FMband. Wake to music. L'q 
ii Reg. Pnoe 8.95 Special Price OewJFY ~ : ItemHo. 4,,aso 
- - . .  .  .ch Lw.u: : 
 llppers Ladies ~ , 
Ill Buy now at this attractive price while stunk lasts. A good assortment I 
ll~ • i , Each ~ 
i! of eolours in Small, Medium, Large  . . . . . .  ; ~, . . . .  
i . I it l o99  Pair : B& DCAR AND COTTAGEKIT I STACKING STOOLS 
t ' An ideal gift idea. Mud 4 cordless kit. Con. I . . . . . . . . . . . . .  f - r  --n ~ :t, 
i ' :Ms. s - "*v - -  In- ' - - -  k--d Beer-- ..ok and I SlaCK neatly one on Top Ot me o|ner o .cu - ,m 
i tarecharger.~. . . .  ' . . ,-, ,  .,;, , v ,  ,- I lenient storage. Brass tone. tubular metal "'~ 
i ~ Item Number 426 8 I frame and legs, upholstered m durable, easy ,i MEMBER " I tu¢leanviny,. ,n assorted colors. Legs ,  
I !  " ~1~ Qt l  I plastlctippedtoavoidmarringfloors. (Setof I1~ 
! i M H A D U  i q P I A H  HBE iqF IHA Each Kit ~UlOU i 3). Choose from rust, green or gold. 
II iN i "v lunn IN  • I V N  N N N I I N V  .,  ++ ~', I 
~! WIU be held nn Co-op Cafeter ia  .~ . ~ :/ / . .~ 
1) Wednesday ,  November  23rd.  .~ ~ ~  / J  I .~ 
I! Smorgasborg  Dinner 6830 p,m, 1 1 29,99 . " t i 
i !  " • ~ BLACK & DECKER STRING TRIMMER I " "' 
.q  k '~  , l V 
!~ I n fo rmat ion  Meet ing  7830 poe.  ~ .n . .~. ,  ~t l ~ i 
l ~ . snaps grass off. ~q 
~'q ~ 10,000 R.P.M. for ' 1 I 
I i  i , o  me n - -  ---  : A  n ~ b igtr lmminI Iobs ] '  ; SUNBEAM DELUXE MIXMASTER k~ 
• 1 ~ ~"  N in little trimming I e lnner  T l iKe S one eac • ,~ 
~ time. Includes 9.0 / I Multi.speed 12 position mix.finder dial. Clear 
~k m o l  mm = tm t m - -  m I "  fir. of line (enough I I boat resistant 4qt. and 1~/~ qt. mixing bowls. 
, ,  ,~vn/gR l t i l l  nW Imla l N M i r n ~ i l l n l l  l N l  for one year's / . 300 watt motor. Detachable cord. Fu l lmix  • 
IS apmv~mm-.mmwmv I i  l i e  ~i l l iBn& I~WI I  gU i lE  " USe). 1 amp / I beaters Harvest gold colour k~ 
,i:q -- - -  'm ~ . . l  ' motor.Item .o  .0  ,4, / ,! item ,o.  206 7as ' ~ [ ,i the  generaa  o f f i ce .  • • ~ , 
n,q ~ o .  p y). I k 
~ ~ Unique keep- I Y~ FOR SENIOR OITIZENS v warm feature.. I 
~i~ Disposable paper ' I  ~ i 
I ~ filters. Per- I ~'~ AND HANDIOAPPED PERSONS v moment stand by  | 
II k~ filter. See. I " i~ ; 
1'" r t 9 00 nn Thru"  glass I T V TABLE SET ~ 'i i~ . .On Tuesday Novembe 29111 from 6:30 p.m. 0 : p.m. all our se "or ~ ' , _ ._ • • ~, 
I ~ , cit izens and handicapped persons are invited to the Terrace Co.op .~ :oal~tuer l~iO,(l I 5 pleee deluxe laminated set. Two beautiful 
I~ Shopping Centre, for an evening of shopping, entertainment and refresh. ~ 10era No. 214 263 i .SU, sr.a,pes on four • 
• ment. ~ l 23 xl5 trays. 
t3 , I k  : Raised brass ~q~ 
. . . . ~'q . l coloured galleries 
' )  . .  If you are a senior citizen or handicapped person or know of one who ~ ....... "' +' - - - -  i i  ! and frames 
wishes to participate, please phone their names and address in to our ~ '.* .... Each ~ i~ZIH U I Storette rack ~ms t 
switch.board. The number to call is 635.6347. I~ " "'~ - - i '  - -  | gold bail casters, ~l~ 
~" ~ ~ ; walnut trim. - - -  
. . T ranspor ta t ion  to and from the store will be provided where required. ~+ S PI ECE BRIDGE SET I Each Set ~ i 
. . . . .  ~ Folding tubular bridge set. Chairs are I .We wull have people to assist in shopping, also free gift wrapping and ~-q . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  ~. , . ,~._,  ..,,,,. , . . _  , , . , , _  I . . . .  k~ 
k" free delivery, ann mere Will ne a anscaunT on ali purcnases mane in- ~ metal back. 30" x 30" table has deep skirled ; ~101~ 
e lud ing  food.  ~k molding for graceful styling with removable ; 
- I~ top and finger tip folding tapered legs. Floral ; 
..Only senior" citizens" " and handicapped person will beallowed to shop ~ 'l~'-tt"ern/n'rust'°nr'gnr"'~',..... , . . ,  . .v  . . .  ,~ . . . ,  i 
i~ during this event. Any escorts are for assistance only. We will not be ~ item He 460 428 (Green) I 
~.t open to the public at large. ~L~ " - - I 
~ " . . I f  any person would like to help provide transportation duringthis ~ : 
~v; : : rP le (~fe / : ; : :  YwO~l~)::omn~:c~dedP~:p;r:~Tb:r~rth;t~lw,tch b.  Rraor  ~ , 
,~ W. Sandy Sandhals ~ I li~ 
~" President ~ I 
Board of Directors ~ : 
.... I TERRAOE O0 " " "  n.nn -OPASSOOIAT ION TheAI terna l lve  ' vv  Vla, n . • ' ,o0 :~ '  4617 GREIG 6 00 p m ' PHONE 635 6347 : . .- : . 
' • k 
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Continuity not 
visible in Quebec 
Ottawa Le I)roit: According to recent newspaper 
~mwlea, government employees in a branch of the 
secretary of state dealing with official-language 
minority groups may have been "forced" to leave 
their positions because they were "too favorable" to 
]~ch-speaking groups outside Quebec. 
That almeat seems an absurdity. 
Since 1969, the secretary of state department has 
always lrlved to recruit program directors and of- 
fleers who were openly sympathetic to these groups 
and who wouldn't hesitate to get "involved" on their 
behalf. 
As a matter of fact, it was even from the midst of 
these French-speaking minorities outside Quebec that 
most of these people were recruited. 
Those who worked with the provincial associations 
in the early 1970s well remember the devotion, ob- 
Jeetlvity and competence of these people .... 
But here we're being told of the departure of Gerard 
Gagne and his assistants who are cut from precisely 
that cloth .... 
It's nobody's ecret that relations between the 
.2  
o o 
: : Clflcoutlml LeQuotidien: For the first time in quite 
!!~i a while, the anemployment rate in the Saguenay-Lac- 
Saint-Jean region (10.5 per cent) is slightly below that 
i for the remainder ofQuebec (11.5 per cent). At least 
. that's what the most recent Statistics Canada report 
: :  has disclosed. 
:i!i Yet that's not a consolation since the Quebec 
: i  economy has never been in worse shape. 
: : The causes are complex and multiple, but even if 
ii~ certain investors are withholding projects because 
they haven't yet absorbed the shook of the election of 
an independentist government, the principal causes 
result from other factors such as the sluggish 
:. ~ economic recovery of the industrialized countries of 
the Western world and a social democracy which has 
-- become almost cancerous .... 
~ Too many citizens wish to feed from the breasts of 
: .: the state to the point of draining the economic forces. 
: Furthermore, one ascertains that if nationalism-- 
that will of identifying oneself with the quite distinc- 
i i llve character of Quebecois society in the AngloSaxon 
: : context of North America--manifests itself with more 
-i) vitalltythunever, on the other hand the application of 
Imdul democracy progressively turns to failure. 
.... Too many people seem to await all from the 
:: "Provider State." Isn't Premier Rene Levesque, who 
. has associated this concept of social democracy with 
his political program, in the process of establishing 
i t ? . . .  
_ In Quebec, one still enjoys the politics of con- 
~'ontation, and the bosses, like the union leaders, 
mutually accuse ach other of being in collusion with 
:: the state in order to disturb the balance of power. 
secretary of state and French-speaking communities 
outside Quebec aren't good and the main reason is that 
that s~ys the same in the department is change: 
change of minister, change of directors, change of 
officers, changing structures, changing policies. 
And all that occurs without anyone really knowing 
why, not even at the ministerial level .... 
What's certain, in any case, is that the word 
"continuity" isn't part of the little lexicon of these 
public servants and that the French communities 
outside Quebec, whose precariousness now is well 
known by everybody, must join with this government 
plumtom which is opening its heart to Quebec's 
_Mglophone element to find a more sympathetic and 
less cantankerous clientele. 
In a few days, State Secretary John Roberts will an- 
nounce some "new" measures. 
In light of what's currently happening inthe official- 
language minority groups branch, the most ac- 
ceptable thing he could do for us, would be to give 
someone higher up the whole file on French minorities 
outside Quebec .... --Guy La-combe(Nov, I0) 
Quebec economy 
in rough shape 
"You got nothing to smile about." 
Fight favourable for West 
By CATHY McKER- support behind Addis addition, Somalia has The U.S., while trying 
CilER Ababa after fating to cited growing numbers of to stay out of the conflict, 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- persuade Somalia to halt Cuban troops fighting has not completely with- 
The rupture in Soviet- its military activities, a drawn an earlier offer 
Somali relations, with its SECRET TALKS FAIL soldiers. The U.S. state made with Britain and 
threat to support of Soviet Somali President department said Monday France to supply small 
naval and air operations Mohammed Siad Barre that Cuba has increased quantities of defensive 
in the Indian Ocean re- warned that continued its troop commitment to weapons to Somalia. 
gion, may turn out to be a Soviet and Cuban 550, up from about 150 a The U.S. also has 
significant advantage to military few weeks ago. backing of started moves to open a 
Western powers, par- Ethiopia would place Somalia isnottbe only civilian aid program for 
ticularly the United relations with Somali in country in that region Somalia, thinking in 
States. Indeed, Somalia's great jeopardy. The where the Russians have terms of food, farming 
Kremlin tried re. lost ground. Five months and health care. Un- 
decision to expel about conciliation but secret ago Sudan ejected its doubtedly, Somalia will 
6,000 Russian advisers talks proved vseless. Soviet advisers and five also be looking to the 
and force closure of all years ago E~ypt ousted West for greater military 
Soviet military bases in Now the forced Soviet mihtary and help while gambling that 
that country marks evacuation of Soviet civilian personnel, morale problems among 
another major setback bases will end docking Ethiopian troops may 
for the Kremlin in nor- and port facilities which LINKS SlilFT RAPIDLY finally crack Ethiopian the Conference Board 
theastern Africa. helped sustain Soviet air In fact, events have defences. 
Originally, the Soviet and naval operations in shown that old alliances Canada says in a quar- 
Union wooed bath the Indian Ocean. The can shift rapidly. At one If Ethiopia prevails in terly forecast. The board, a private 
Ethiopia and Somalia Russians tillhavebases time Ethiopia was a the conflict, theRnssians research agency which 
with military equipment in Aden, South Yemen strong U.S. military maybeabletomaintaina 
and other aid. and Ethiopian ports on customers, stronghold inthe area but includes representatives 
from business, labor and But with Somali- the Red Sea but the Ethiopiais thelarger of U.S. officials note that in government, said On- 
b li i st s e c e Somall bases were mucli the two countries but losing support of So- tario's growth of 2.5 per 
rebels attempting to win closer to the Indian Somalia is supported by malia, and the earlier cent tl~s year will fall 
control of the Ogaden Ocean operational area. oil-rich Arab states, rejection of tbe Russians. 
desert from Ethiopia, the The Somalis have been including Saudi Arabia, by Sudan, the Kremlin short of earlier pre- 
K r e m bitter about Russia's Egypt, the United Arab has only one strong ally dictions and Newfoun- dland will show a real decided to throw its full support fo," Ethiopia. In Emirates and Kuwait. left in the Horn of Africa. decline of 1.1 per cent. 
Next year, the board 
said, five provinces will 
have growth rates of five 
per cent or more. The 
national average in 1978 
is expected to be 4.9 per 
cent compared with this 
year's 2.9 per cent. 
But five of the 
provinces will have 1978 
unemployment rates of 
more than loper cent, the 
board predicts. The five 
are Quebec and the four 
Atlantic provinces. 
The national unem- 
p loyment rate is expected y the board to be 8.1 per 
cent next year, the same 
as this year. 
SEES LITTLE CHANGE 
The board said 
measures announced in 
the Oct. 20 "minibudget" 
of Finance Minister Jean 
Chretien will not alter the 
economic outlook sub- 
stantially. 
Three industries-- 
agriculture, fishing and 
construction--will ex- 
perience declines in real 
output this year, the 
board said, and below 
potential growth is ex- 
pected for manufac- 
turing, utility and service 
sectors. 
The mining industry, 
which showed strength 
early in 1977, has 
weakened as the year has 
progressed. Forestry is 
the only industry which 
the board says will ad- AECL dirt upturned again vance strongly this year. Next year agricultural 
and fishing production 
will be higher, con- 
By HOWIE COLLINS fees on sales to Argentina Allan Lawrence, He also telt a struction is expected to 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The and South Korea. Progressive Con-  representation from the contribute significantly 
Commons public ac- Last January Gray said servative MP for North- government would get to the over-all recovery 
counts committee r turns he could offer the com- umberland-Durharn who information from and manufacturing 
to a year-old controversy mittee little help in fin- chaired the committee Switzerland on the should be up, although today in a new attempt to cling out who got a $2.4- last winter, said he feels holders of the bank ac- still short of capacity. 
follow the Wall of agents' million fee in the Argenti- the money can be traced counts, despite that However the strong 
fees paid in the overseas nian sale, saying the if thegovernment makes country's ecrecy laws. outputs in mining and 
sales of nuclear eactors, money was paid into a the effort. Lawrence said he also forestry of this year will. 
Swiss bank account at the wants to question Gray on fall in 1978, with neither 
J. Lorne Gray, the now instructions of its Italian NO REQUEST MADE his role since retirement industry likely to match 
retired president of the partner. Lawrence visited Italy as a consultant o the 1977 performances. 
federallyowned Atomic The partner, Italim- this fall and was told by parent company of Ital- In 1978, Ontario, New- 
Energy of Canada Ltd., pianti of Genoa, handled government officials impianti, foundland and Prince 
heads the list of witnesses the arrangements with there that Ottawa had Ross Campbell, Edward Island will join 
as the committee r opens the agents and now made no official request chairman and president Alberta and B.C. as 
for information in the of AECL, and John its inquiry into the $17.8 refuses to say who they 
million already paid in are Italimpianti cas~ Foster, president until he 
Learning disiabilities don't was firedlastspringover Iona's los es on the Arge tinian a
sale, also are to appear 
before the committee. child is stupid AlastairEnergyMinisterGillespie m e a n  said Some l tters in the past 
.last July he had re-, criticized ourMP, Mrs. I. 
MEDICINE HAT, Alta. program in attempts to quested Foster's student stops trying to Campagnolo f r lack of 
(CP)-- Victor is in Grade solve learning dif- overcome the problem he resignation as president action on certain issues. I 
6. He can't read or spell ficulties. He developed a turns to smoking, after learning the would like to write about 
but gets excellent marks sharpened sense of hear- delinquent behavior, company would lose $180 the help I have received 
in mathematics, ing and was able to drugs or minor thievery million on the Argen- from her officein the past 
Fred Kramer, student progress by listening to and attains elfesteem in tinian deal. few months. 
personnel services officer the teacher. But in Grade these areas. Foster was to have I should first say that I
for the Medicine Hat 6befell~ehindtberestof Ray Burkett, a senior been given new 
school district, says 20 the clasd, probation officer, said responsibilities with the am not a member of the 
per cent, or 1,200 of the Becat~e Victor studies have indicated government company Liberal Party, and this is 
students in city schools displayed good corn- that 80 to 90 per cent of this fall, but resigned the first contact I have 
share Victor's problem in prehension, teachers juvenile delinquents have effective Oct. 31 to join an had with her office. 
one wayoranother. They labelled him lazy or learning disabilities, agency of the world My problem began 
have learning difficult, a belief rein- Raynar said emphasis Energy Conference. when I received a job offer with an overseas 
disabilities, forced by his good marks must be placed on RAISING QUESTIONS company, and tried to 
Kramer told a recent in mathematics, determining learning Ron Huntington, obtain a Canadian 
seminar there students Al Raynar, an disabilities in primary- Conservative MP for Passport. 
have nothing to be elementary school grade clfildren. By the Capilano who now chairs I discovered that when 
ashamed of. Woodrow counsellor, said problems time such children the committee, says the my parents obtained 
Wilson, 26th president of such as Victor's are reached high school the members also will be their Canadian citizen. 
the United States, could common and, if they are problem was clouded by raising more questions ship many years ago, I 
not read when he was 11. not discovered at an early the child's frustration about he fees paid to an was not registered even 
Thomas Edison, when age, emotional damage and anxiety and it agent in the South Korean 
from continual failure still young, was called became necessary todeal sale. though they had 
mentally defective and and frustration will with the emotional United Developments requested it. I was told 
considered himself a result, problems befc¢e work Inc. of Tel Aviv already that it would take 6-8 
dunce. Albert Einstein USED TO FAILURE could months to obtain my begin on the has received $15.4 million citizenship throug 
was unable to speak until "Once a student learning disability, in fees, but the auditor- normal channels. 
age three and at seven reaches junior high But spcciai scnools and general felt there was 
repeated words to school he is used to rooms to train such insufficient documen. My job depended on my 
himself before speaking failure," Raynar said. "A children did more harm tation to back $8.1 million being available for work 
out loud. John F. Ken- lot feel they are dumb, than good. Taking them of the payment, in a much shorter time. I
nedy and Winston stupid and cannot learn." totally out of the normal 
Churchill overcame tried to speed up the time The student begins classroom reinforced -Huntington says he required for the paper- 
learning disabilities, finding new ways for self- their belief that hey were hopes the committee can work. As anyone who has 
FELL BEHIND CLASS expression and learns he stupid and made it more complete the hearings dealt with normal 
During his first five can be good at being a difficult for the child to and present its report o government red tape 
years of school he moved clown even though he maintain a relationship the Commons before knows, this is almost 
from program to cannot learn. Once the with his peers. Christmas. impossible. 
Slow growth 
in store 
By VIC PARSONS 
OTTAWA (CP) -- 
Eight of 1O provinces will 
experience growth rates 
of less than three per cent 
this year but a modest 
recovery in 1978 will 
bring some un- 
provement, a private 
forecasting agency said 
Monday. 
Alberta and British 
Columbia, with real 
growth rates of 5.5 per 
cent and four per cent re- 
spectively, will be the 
only provinces to exceed 
the threeper-cent level, 
in 
provinces with produc. 
ti©n growm avove the 
national average. 
A summary of the 
outlook for the provinces 
regionally follows: 
Ontario: Real 
economic growth in the 
manufacturing and 
service sectors this year 
has been lower than 
~reviously expected. In 
its last forecast in 
August, the board had 
predicted growth of 3.5 
per cent but now has 
&opped that to 2.5 per 
cent. 
In 1978, Ontario growth 
is expected to be 5.2 per 
cent and the unem. 
ployment rate is pre. 
dieted to drop slightly to 
6.8 per cent from a 1977 
average of seven per 
cent. 
~tuebec: Despite very 
weak growth thin year in 
tg o eohds p r o 
sector, the service sector 
will pick up the slack and 
197/growth will be 2.8 per 
cent, jus t  below the 
national average. 
Although Quebec's 
growth next year will be 
4,S per cent, it will per- 
form badly in comparison 
to the rest of the country 
with the third lowest rate 
among the provinces, the 
board said. 
Unemployment will 
continue to grow to an 
annual average of II per 
cent in 1978, up from 10.3 
per cent this year. 
RECOVERY SLOW 
Manitoba: Real 
economic growth this 
year will be only nine- 
tenths of one per cent but 
will rise to 3.7 per cent in 
1978. The improvement 
next year will be too stow 
to bring about any major 
reduction in unemploy- 
ment so the jobless rate 
will be 5.8 per cent, down 
marginally from 5.9 per 
cent in 1977. 
Saskatchewan: The 
province faces two 
relatively poor years with 
real growth this year of 
1.4 per cent and in 1978 of 
2.8 per cent due to low 
prices for agricultural 
products. The jobless 
rate of 4.5 per cent, 
second lowest in the 
coumtry, will be the same 
next year. 
~berta" The provincial 
growth rate this year will 
5.5 per cent, with only 
the agricultural sector 
showing weakness. In 
1978, real output will in- 
crease to 5.7 per cent. 
Unemployment ext year 
will decline to 4.1 per cent 
from 4.4 per cent this 
year. 
Bdtish Columbia: Real 
OWth will increase to 
e per cent in 1978 and 
there will be a significant 
improvement in the 
unemployment rate. Next 
year the jobless rate will 
be 7.9 per cent compared 
with 8.5 per cent in 1977. 
Construction and the 
service industries will 
contribute most to growth 
in 1978. 
hard worker 
I contacted Mrs. 
Campagnolo's office for 
help. I must say that my 
regard for MP's has 
mcreesed tremendously. 
One of her aids, Ms. L. 
Lambert spent many 
hours, some of which 
were far past her normal 
work day, contacting 
var ious  gover  nm 
officials. She did all the 
paperwork, and in less 
than two months I 
received a travel 
document and my 
citizenship. 
I feel that an MP which 
is concerned about 
constituents as in- 
dividuals rather than 
issues hwieh will gain 
votes is a valuable person 
to have as our 
representative. The party 
to which they belong 
should be a secondary 
issue. Unless our MP is 
willing to work hard to 
represent us, we will gain 
Httle regardless of the 
~ rty to which they long. 
I wouldlike to thank the 
many people in her office 
and in {he Citizenship 
Dept. which have helped 
me in the past few 
months. 
Sincerely ours, 
T. Dimitrov 
/ ! 
~ 
/ 
The teachers tried hard to beat the 
Harlem Clowns in Monday night's 
basketball game at Caledonia High 
~chool, but they Just didn't have the 
height. The shortest player on the 
World Cup 
finals soon 
France or Bulgaria nd 
possibly Italy will be 
added to the World Cup 
soccer finals in Argentina 
and England may be 
eliminated following five 
q . ; " .  <s 'e  h 
tonight. 
France and Bulgaria 
meet in Paris in the final 
match of the Group 5 
qualifying with France 
needing awin to advance 
to next year's finals in 
Argentina. The 
Bulgarians will head the 
group if they win or draw. 
AllS0,000 tickets have 
been sold for the game at 
Pare des Princes. 
The Italians, who meet 
well played. The teachers had a few 
/ricks of their own to match the visitors 
antics. The final score of the game was 
59-53. 
England at Wembley 
Stadium in London, are 
Clowns was 5'4". Mike Ireland was the 
only local team member to match the 
height of any of their players. 
Nevertheless, the game was fast and 
consecutive i ~  ~ B e t t  ega ,  m 
Romeo Benetti and 
Renato Zaccarelli, has 
one of the stingiest 
defences in Europe. 
In the other qualifying 
matches tonight, all the 
participants have lost 
their chances of 
travelling to Argentina. 
Northern Ireland meets 
Belgium in Belfast, 
Czechoslovakia plays 
Wales in Prague, Por- 
tugal meets Cyprus in 
Faro, Portugal and 
Turkey plays East Ger- 
many in Izmir. 
Poland has clinched the 
Group 1 standings while 
the Netherlands, the 
beaten 1974 finalists, 
999 goals 
for Howe 
By GERRY SUTTON record for 
The Canadian Press 
Gordie Howe, a 49- 
ear-old fight winger who 
!! become a grand- 
father in April, got a little 
upset Tuesday night and 
it cost him a chance to 
score his 1,000th career 
goal. 
Howe, in his first year 
with New England 
Whalers of the World 
Hockey Association and 
the 30th season in his 
professional career, was 
assessed a minor and a 
10-minute misconduct 
mid-way through the 
third period in a game 
against Indianapolis 
Racers. 
victories. Before Howe 
was nabbed, the native of 
Floral, Sask., who started The oceans and their adjacent 
hiS p.ro career with seas cover nearly three-fourths 
Detrott Red Wings of the of the earth's urface, or about 
National Hockey League 14o,5oo,0oo square miles. 
in the 194647 season, had 
two shots on goal--beth in I 
the first period. 
In the only other WHA 
game Tuesday, Pierre 
Guite's goal at 1:11 of a 
10-minute suddendeath 
overtime period gave 
Quebec Nordiques a 7-6 
decision over Winnipeg 
Jets. 
The results gave the 
leading Whalers, 13-1-1, a
five-point margin over 
the Jets. The Nordiques 
are third with 17 points, 
Sports news 
in brief 
BLOMBERG MAY 
SIGN 
NEW YORK (AP) -- 
The Daily News says Ron 
Blomberg, sidelined most 
of the last two years with 
injuries, is expected to 
sign a $600,000 fouryear, 
n0-cut baseball contract 
Thursday with Chicago 
White Sox. Blomberg 
apparently made the 
decision after failing to 
get the four-year contract 
he wanted from New 
York Mets, who had 
chosen him in the free 
agent draft last month. 
In the 19th century beard- 
wearing was prescribed for 
men w i th  de l i ca te  throats. 
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81STRIOT OF TERRACE 
NOTICE 
CALL FOR TENDERS 
'qtNIMAL CONTROL" 
Sealed bids relating to the abeye contract 
will be accepted at the Municipal Offices 
until 4:30 p.m. November 30th, 1977. In. 
terested parties are advised to view the 
proposed contract(s) and.or obtain further 
information at the Municipal Office, $.321$ 
Eby Street, during normal business hours. 
Tenders must be submitted in sealed en. 
velopes addressed to the Clerk- 
Administrator and clearly marked "Tender 
to Animal Control". The lowest or any 
tender not necessarily accepted. 
Signed, 
E.R. Hallsor, 
Clerk.Administrator 
nt 
NORTHERN IHUNDERBJRD AiR 
SCHEDULED FLISHTS 
EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 27th 
FLIGHT 404 MONDAY TO FRIDAY 
LEAVESTERRACE 1:30 P.M. 
ARRIVES PRINCE RUPERT 2:10P.M. 
FLIGHT40S MONDAY TO FRIDAY 
LEAVES TERRACE 3:15 P.M. 
ARRIVES SMITHERS 3:50 P.M. 
ARRIVES PRINCE GEORGE $:05 P.M; 
CONNECTIONS AT PRINCE GEORGE FOR KAMLOOPS, 
KE LOWNA, PENTICTON 
FOR RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION CALL: 
TE RRACE - CP AI R 635-7111 
KITIMAT - CP AI R 632-4761 
OR YOUR LOCAL TRAVEL AGENT 
Live Demonstration how 
Microwave Ovens Work have qualified for the fi- The Whalers went on to 
strong favorites to gain nal from Group 7. win 64, tying a WHA five ahead of the Racers. 
thequalifyingspotfrom , N B ness s[ ? Group 2. A draw or win ! ' Frid - 6:00 psm. to 9:00 psm. 
today will give the berth ew usi h ,  18 .19  
to Italy regarless of the Sat. 9'00 a.nl. to 6'00 p.m. 
outcome of Italy's game 
next month with lowly Not l i s ted in  our  
Panasoni© Representative in Attendance B.C. Tel Directory. Luxembourg. England, playing its 
final group match, needs 
a lop-sided Win over Italy 
to keep alive its slim 
hopes of going to Argen- 
tina. The Italians can lose 
to England and still gain 
a place in the finals on 
goal difference. 
ADDS TO ROSTER 
With goal-scoring ~i 
priority, England team 
manager Ron Greenwood 
has added three strikers 
to the lineup--young 
wingers Steve Coppell 
and Peter Barnes and 
c 
Latchford. 
Italy, with all-round 
strength and gifted 
strikers in Roberto 
We're 
Listed 
Here! 
IARR DISTRIBUTORS LTD.- 638-1761 
tR'S BOOKKEEPING & 
ACCOUNTING- 638-1761 
K & J AUTOMOTIVES - 638-8484 
VILLAGE MEATS - 638-1765 
TERRACE OIL BURNER SERVICES - 635-422] 
BOOK NOOK - 635-3081 
ALL-WEST GLASS - 638.1166 
Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DAILY HERALD 
If you wish your Business 
Phone listed for your customers P lease  Ca] ]  635-6357 
SAVE =60. °° 
on any 
Regular Priced Oven 
Offer valid Friday and 
Saturday Hovember 18-19 
/ / g  
• : ' : . : / :3  
Touching Is all It 
takes wtth 
"Feather Touch" 
Feather-light ouch on 
any of the 18 selector 
pads activates the 
various oven functions 
for completely automatic 
programmed cooking. 
Bullt-tn "Brain" 
operates oven. 
Inside the NE-7900C a 
mini-computer 
"remembers" all select- 
ed functions and 
activates oven controls. 
When cooking, defrost- 
ing, or defrost/cook 
cycle, or two-phase 
power/time cooking 
cycle is complete, oven 
is shut-oil automatical. 
ly. You don't even have 
to be at home for the 
finish of the cooking 
cycle. It's the ultimate 
in easy operation and 
convenience. 
Panasonic 
Microwave Ovens 
) I 
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The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and fo retain any answers 
dlreoted 1o the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing In the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be limited fo the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertlsor for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greeter 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, rellglon, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
yearsLunll~dJ~9~coo~ltlRn. ~ 
lus t l / l~"~'  " I~  "fido 
requimmHmt,~fo~.the .,work 
Involved. 
i 
BIRTHS 
i 
14. BUSINESS 
PERSONAL " 
2~. SITUATIONS 
WANTED , 
39. MARINE 
411 MACHINERY 
FOR SALE • 
6"/. SERVICES 
47. HOMES 
FOR RENT 
57. 
AUTOMOBILES 
33. FOR SALE  
MISC. 
Published at Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week 
Monday to Friday, at. 
tarnoons 
PUBL ISHER 
W.R. (B i l l )  Loisel le 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective October I, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Car r ie r  ruth 3.00 
By Car r ie r  year  36.00 
By Ma i l  3 mth  12.00 
By Ma i l  6 mth  22.00 
By Ma i l  year  40.00 
Senior Cit izen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604.635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
Golden Rule: Odd lobs for 
the jobless. Phone 635.4535. 
3238 Kalum. (ctf) FINANCIAL 
Terrace Chess Club le 
looking for new players. 
Everybody ,  Inc lud ing 
beginners, are welcome to 
attend. 
Games and instruction are 
every Wednesday at 7:00 
p.m. at the Terrace Swim. 
mlng Pool Board Room. For 
Information Phone Joe at 
635.5419 (ctf) 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge 
No. 1820, Terrace, B.C. 
Meeting held every 2nd and 
4th Thursday every month at 
8 p.m. Phone 635.6641. (ctf) 66. RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-2847 or 635.3023. 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of 
each month at 6 p.m. In the 
meeting room at the Sand- 
man Inn. For further in. 
formation phone 635.3442. 
Meeting - Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and 
Third Thursday of month. 
Nutrition classes will be held 
Nov. 9-16-23.30th In the St. 
Matthews Anglican Church 
basement starting af 7:00 to 
9. Everyone Is welcome that 
Is Interested In learning how 
to prepare good nutritious 
main cause meals with out 
using meat, plus how to 
make different breads and 
O.O.R.P. (Ladles of the salads. 
Royal Purple) - Second and 
Fourth Monday of Month. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
The Terrace Church of God 
will host a weekend Revival 
the lath thru 2Oth of 
November at 7:30 p.m. Billy 
J. Rayburn will be the guest 
speaker. The Church Is 
located at 3341 River Drive. 
For information call Pastor 
R.L. White at 630.1561. 
Skeena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are in- 
terested please call 635-3061 
or 638.1269 (eft) 
The I.O.F. regular meetings 
.3rd Saturday of each month 
at the Slumber Lodge at 8 
p.m. 
A Tea and Bazaar will be 
held In St. Mathew's 
Anglican Church Christmas 
Bazaar. Sat. Nov. 26 at 2 
p.m. 
The Canadian Calorie 
Counters meet every 
Tuesday 7 p.m. at the 
Thornhl l l  E lementary 
School. New members 
welcome from Terrace and 
Thornhilh For further In- 
formation phone 635-5486 or 
638-7425. 
Community Education 
Services requires Instructors 
for a variety of programs 
"*~bftlng In Janua-ty. If in- 
terested In teechMg a dase 
please contact Frances 
Long. School Board 635-4931. 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con- 
stantly yell at your chlldron, 
or hit them, or find It hard to 
control your angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving con- 
struotlve parent you really 
want to be. 
All Inquires absolutely 
confldentlah 
Phone ~rv  or John 635-4419 
Jane 636.'- ..~2. 
What's Hal.~ening in 
Terrace 
BI.monthly n,eetlng of Beta. 
Omega Chapter of Beta 
Sigma Phi, are held at 8:00 
p.m. let and 3rd Tuesdays of 
every month. Anyone In- 
terested may phone Anne 
Twldle at 635.4694. 
Rebecca Lodge . Meeting 
every 2nd and 4th Wed- 
nesday of the month, 8:00 
p.m. at various homes. 
B.P.O.E.. Regular bingo- 
Wednesday night at Elk's 
Hall. 
Skeena Health Unit • 3215 
Eby Street, are having their 
Pre.Notal classes starting 
another 6 week course. 
• Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 
- Thornhlll Baby Clinic every 
2nd and 4th Friday at the 
Community Centre from 1:30 
• 4:00 p.m. 
• Adult Clinics - Man. Wed. & 
Frl., from 3:00 -to 4:00 p.m. 
- V.D. Clinic - 3:00 p.m. every 
Mort. & Thurs. 
• There is a registration fee 
of $1S.00. (nc4) 
Order of the Royal Purple. 
Novelty bake sale Saturday 
Nov. 19 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Elks 
Hall corner of Sparks and 
Park. Donuts and coffee 
50cants. (ctf-Nov.19) 
BIG BAND DANCE 
Plan to attend. 
Terrific Music. 
Great Fun. 
Good Food. 
Skeena Junior High Gym. 
Dee. 3 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. 
Tickets Available: 
Terrace Sight & Sound 
Uplands Grocery 
Table & Party Reservation 
Call Ted Gough 
635.2428 
ANNOUNCEMENT:  
caledonia Sr. Secondary Is 
having an open house m 
Wed. Nov. 16, 1977 at 7:30 
p.m. 
Reports will be issued and 
parents will have an op- 
portunlty to talk to their son- 
daughter teacher. 
Thornhlll Jr. Secondary 
Gymnastics Club is holding a 
rummage sale and a bake 
sale at the school on 
November 18, 1977 at 3.9 
p.m.. Featuring homemade 
bread. 
Tim & Darlene Glelg are 
proud to announce the 
arrival of their son Derek 
Martin. Weighing 4 Ibs. 3 oz. 
on Odober 28th at 10:00 a.m. 
A new grandson for Mrs. R. 
Pappas and Mr. and Mrs. 
Don Glelg. (p1-11) 
PIANO TUNING 
CA LL  635-4080 
RAY BYFIELD 
FOR APPOINTMENT 
(C8-14) 
Webb 
Refrigeration 
4623 SOUC IE 635-2188 
@ 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers 
And Ranges 
(ctf) 
Ceramics by Pearl 
Workshop. call 636.3854 for 
further Information. 
(ctf.feb14.78) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeratlve Centraotlng 
an(: household repairs. 
Phone 635-S676 or 638-1231. 
(ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Class A Electrical Con 
trading. Free Estimates. 
Phone 635-5876 or 638-1231. 
(ctf) 
The Terrace Art Association 
Is sponsoring a workshop on 
colour and design, led by 
Delvlne Field, a founding 
member of the Vancouver 
Gulldof Fabric Arts, on Nov. 
26 and 27. 
To register by Nov. 18, 
phone 635.2964 or write 4711 
Tuck, Terrace, B.C. 
Terrace Italian Canadian 
Club will be holding their 
Annual Christmas Dance 
Dec. 3rd 1977. Starting at 8 
p.m. af the Terrace Arena 
Banquet Room. Hot supper 
will be served at 11 p.m. 
Music by the Comancheroes. 
For tickets phone any 
member of cell Kalum 
Electric. 
ESTIMATOR 
SALESPERSONS 
REQUIRED FOR 
NORTHWEST 
THERM.ATTIC 
INSULATORS LTD. 
Male or female. 
Full time or part t ime. 
Ideally suited for ambitious 
persons who are seasonally 
employed and who wish to be 
produotlve In the off.season. 
Work your own hours, days 
or evenings. 
Commissions based on sales. 
For Interview call 
COLLECT, Lou Vannler cr 
Bill Smith at 627.7388, 
PRINCE RUPERT. (c5.15) 
HELP WANTED: Kldsll 
Ages 10-14 years. 
Extra Xmas money, 
stringing popcorn and 
roeehlps. Ask for Karen af 
Wlnterland General Store 
3210 Kalum St. Terrace 635. 
4636 (c5.13) 
WILL MIND CHILDREN In 
my home by the day. Leon 
and Eby area. Phone 635. 
2913. (c3-12) 
HELP WANTED: A 
Jan Itor lal  ma intenan(  
person is required for a local 
department store. Ap. 
proximately 25 to 30 hours 
per week. Would suit semi. 
retired person. Duties 
would Include clearing 5647 after 5 p.m. (p3.11) 
slctewalks of snow, mopping 
floors, cleaning windows and 
various other duties. Please 
reply with name, address 
and phone number to Box 
1163 Terrace Herald. (c10. 
18) 
GENERAL  DUTY 
TECHNOLOGIST: One 
general duty technologist Is 
required immediately for 
full time temporary position 
until at least January 31, 
1978. Salary to be based on 
H.S.A. contract. Apply to 
Mrs. M. Sainis, Chief 
Techno log is t ,  M i l l s  
Memorial Hasp., Terrace, 
B.C. or phone 635-2211. (cS- 
15) 
FOR SALE: 12' aluminum 
car top boat and G.H.P. 
Evlnrude Motor. Phone 63S- 
WANTED: Wood chipper 
for 8 to 12" lots, also high 
speed Recover Planer. 
Write: D. Brubaker, 
Lasquetl Is., B.C. (cl0.1S) 
HOMES FOR RENT: Small. 
two bedroom furnished home 
for rent $200 per month. 
View at 4512 Lazelle Ave. 
Phone 635.2680 (ctf) 
2 bedroom house for rent. 
Unfurnished. Phone 635.6645 
(p3-11) 
HELP WANTED: Royal 
Bank, Terrace requires an 
experienced teller. Please 
contact Mel Stokes in person 
at 464O Lakelse Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. (c5.11) FOR RENT: Furnished 2 
bedroom duplex at 3936 
Mountain View Ave. Phone 
Skeena Estates 635-2577 
(c16c18c11-13c23-c25c16-18) 
WANTED: To babysit In my 
home Monday to Fridays. 
Phone 638-8380 (c3-16) 
One 6' by 9' aluminum 
storage shed set up with floor 
and shelving S150 firm. 
Phone 635-7804 (p3-12) 
FOR SALE: Couch & chair, 
dining set, 6 chairs and 1 
leaf, I queen sized box spring 
and mattress and rollers, 3 
drawer dresser. Phone 638- 
83"07 (c3-13) 
FOR RENT: 1 furnished 
bachelor apt. includes 
utilities and cablevislon. 2 
blocks from center of town. 
Phone 635-6672 (p1-11) 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom 
basement suite, fridge and 
stove, carpeted throughout. 
Phone 638-8422 (io3.13) 
FOR RENT: 3 bedroom 
apartment to rent with 
frldge and stove $155. per 
month. Phone 635.7502 or 
638.1646 (p5.12) 
Local grass -f~l ~ef  raised 
without antibiotic hormone, FOR RENT: Furnished 2 
or chemical growth bedroom unit carpeted. 
stimulants. Phone 635.3380 Fireplace, dishes, linens, 
(c5-15) T.V., Vacuum etc. Suitable 
two working adults. Phone 
FOR SALE: Must sell 1 635.6767 (pS.14) 
d i shwasher  wh i r lpoo  
deluxe, 1 electric range, FOR RENT: 2 bedroom, 
Kenmore, Ceramic top, 48". new, basement suite for rent, 
Phone 638.1896 after 6 p.m. fridge and stove. Available 
(c5.12) now. No pets, $185.00 per 
month. Phone 638.1786 (c3. 
12) FOR SALE: Gold Nuggets 
at 10c, 25c, 50c. Mln. order 
$5.00. All orders C.O.D. 
Complete satistactlon or 
money refunded. 
Wm. W. Lsrkln 
Canyon View 
Placer Mines 
Rock Creek, B.C. 
(c15-21) 
i pair or mens size 12 Bower 
Skates. Brand new $35.00 
Phone 635.4787 (c3.11) 
SUNDANCE 
FAMILY TRAMPOLINES 
Your No. i Investment in 
year round fun & fitness for 
the whole family. (Indoor 
preschool models are now 
available.) The Ideal Xmas 
glftl 
Sundance Trampolines are 
weatherproof, compact for 
storage, malntenenca free & 
fully guaranteed. 
Phone or W~lte Sundance 
right away for free 
brochures. 
SUNDANCE TRAM. 
FOLINES 
1358 - SEYMOUR ST. 683- 
4333 
VANCOUVER, B.C. VGB 3P5 
FOR RENT 
COMMERCIAL 
STORAGE SPACE 
Do you require extra 
storage space? 
AVAILABLE 
IMMEDIATELY 
. Heated Premises 
• Regularly patrolled 
. Centrally located 
REASONABLE RATES 
CALL 6354357 
F(,.' further details 
Monday to Friday 
Ask for BILL 
Olinton 
Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished 
studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Security 
Interphone. Sauna. 
635.3941 
636-1032 
I 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
44S0 Liitle Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, 
musekeeping units, cert.! 
trally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable 
• ales by day or week. Non. 
Jrlnkers only. Phone 635. 
~611. (ctf) j 
KALUM GARDENS 
3 bedroom apartment for 
rent, some with basement 
and carport, private en. 
trance and patio. To view 
see full time caretaker at 
Apt. No.8 on Scott Ave. east 
of Kalum or phone 635.4841. 
(cff) 
3 bedroom row housing 
suites. Full basement, 11/3 
baths, I/2 block from schools. 
3 mln. walk from town. 
Suitable for families. $250 
per month. 6 months lease. 
Apply suite 118, 3530 Kalum. 
(ctf) 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
~iew I, 2 and 3 bedroom 
suites for rent. Frldge, 
stove, drapes, carpet, rec 
area, sauna and pool table, 
with security Intarphone 
and elevator. Absolutely 
no pets. (ctf) 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 .  4603 Scott. 
One, two and thret 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schools and down 
lawn. Clean, quiet, 
spacious, security Iocku 
and patrol. 
635-5224 
(eft) 
HOUSE FOR SALE: 3 
bedroom on !/= acre Bronse 
Island. Reasonably priced 
$21,500 Phone 636.3269 (p4- 
11) 
HOUSE FOR SALE: 3 
bedroom house, wall to wall 
carpet, full basement, gas 
heat, close to school and 
town. Drive by 4921 Park or 
phone for appointment 635. 
7382 or 635.7594 (o29) 
FOR SALE: 1963 Jeep. 
Phone 635.7901 evenings. (c7- 
13) 
FOR SALE: 1973 Toyota 
Cellca St. 43000 miles, 4 sp., 
AM, FM radio, tape deck, 
asking $2700.00 Phone 638- 
8244 after 6 p.m. (p3-12) 
FOR SALE: 1972 Ford F100 
4x4 I~Jw mileage, rebuilt 
motor, 5 new radial tires. 
Asking $3,500 Phone 6354295 
after 6 p.m. (p5-11) 
1965 Kenworth Dump truck 
had a lot of work done on it 
and a lot of extra parts. 
Rear ends and a box and lots 
of extras. Will except atair  
new pickup or van as down 
payment. Also 91/= '.
Vanguard camper and a 1966 
G.M.C. Needs paint lob. 
Only 57,000 mile on pickup. 
Also cedar shakes and 
blanks. Phone 635.9393 (p5- 
11) 
FOR SALE: 1966 Pontiac 
S.W. Strata Chief 
Automatic. Good for parts. 
open to offers. Phone 638- 
0141 Room 354 (p3.11) 
FOR SALE: Ford F350 
pickup 1 ton Super Camper 
Special 460 cubic Inch, P.S. & 
P.B., air conditioning, dual 
tanks and bafferles, large 
mags and fires, 14,000 high- 
way miles. Immaculate 
condition. Asking $6,600 or 
beet offer. Phone 635-2589 
(c5-19) 
1974 i=0rd FI00 Explorer 
pickup, P.S., P.B., auto, va, 
radlo, tape deck, two gas 
4anks, low mlleage. View at 
No.69.462S Gr•hem Terrace 
(pS-lS) 
FOR SALE MOBILE 
HOME: 1976 - 64' mobile 
home, fenced with lawn, 
vegetable and flower gar- 
den, metal shed located on 
lot No. 70 In Terrace Trailer 
Court. Phone 635.4639 after 5 
p.m. (c6-13) 
FOR RENT: Fully fur. 
nlshed 2 bedroom troller. No 
pets. $225 per month. 
Located In Thornhill. Phone 
635-2482 (p3.13) 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom 
furnished trailer with wash 
and dryer In Thornhlll area. 
Phone 635.9605 (c2.12) 
MORTGAGE MONEY 
Mortgage Money- Any 
amount (25 years amor- 
tization). 1st mortgage from 
10 percent, 2nd mortgage 
from 121/2 percent. 
Residential, Commercial 
Builders Interim Business 
Loans. J.D. Phillips Capital 
Corporation, 10673 King 
George Highway, Surrey, 
B.C. V3T 2X6. Phone 588- 
0411 or evenings 585-1603. 
(ctf 1st and 3rd w) 
One 1976 Artlc COt 
Snowmobile for sale. Phone 
635-3831 (p2.12) 
1975 - 8' Vanguard camper, 
complete with propane 
stove, furnace, 3 way frldge, 
4 hydrolic lacks $2900. 
O.B.O. Phone 635-4759 
evenings. (c3.12) 
Terrace Little Theatre 3625 
Kalum St. will rent their 
lounge for Adult or 
Children's Xmas Party's. 
Good kitchen and bar 
tacllltles available. 
Moderate Rates. • Phone 
Molly Nettress 635.2048 (c10- 
14) 
MOVING ??? 
CHECK BUDGET'S LOW 
ONE.WAY TRUCK RATES 
THROUGHOUT WESTERN 
CANADA. 
CALL TOLL FREE 
112-800-663-3478 
BUDGET RENT A TRUCK 
I I I 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635-5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
The staff at the Herald 
apologizes for any In- 
convenience caused by our 
changeover from days to 
afternoons (and the sub- 
sequent late press time). 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
HYDRO 
AND POWER AUTHORITY 
Invites tenders for' Supply 
services of Amphibian 
aircraft as required to 
transport men and equip 
ment from Terrace Airport 
or Lakelse Float Plan Base 
to Various Sites In the North 
Coast Region tara perled of 6 
months from approx. 1 
January 1978. 
Reference No. Q7.3946 
Closing Date: 7 December 
1977 
Sealed tenders clearly 
marked as above-referenced 
will be received In Room 
1026, B.C. Hydro and Power 
Authority Building, 970 
Burrard Street, Vancouver, 
B.C. V6Z 1Y3 until 11:00 •.m. 
local time, 7 December 1977. 
Details may be obtained 
from the office of the Pur- 
chasing Agent, 101h Floor, 
970 Burrard Street, Van- 
couver, B.C. V6Z 1Y3, 
telephone 663.2577 and 663- 
2560. 
(c!-10) 
I ~  ~ , -  . , "~  ,..-..--,-- I 
~ : /~ j  "~"  
__=. 
The first Academy Award 
given to something other 
than a human being went to 
Mickey__Mouse in" 1931-1932. 
CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less 12.00 per 
Insertion, over 20 words $ 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In. 
sertlons S1.$0 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
, RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertten. 
LEGAL- POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basls only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of as.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submlffed within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
S10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject o 
condensetlon. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births S.5O 
Engagements 5.SO 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.56 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks S.SO 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
ROCKERS CARRY 
BALL 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) 
- -  The Evening Bulletin 
says Mick Jagger of the 
Rolling Stones and three 
other rock stars are 
bringing professional 
soccer back to town. It 
said Jagger and Peter 
Frampton, Paul Simon 
and Rick Wakeman are 
investors in a North 
American Soccer League 
team. The Philadelphia 
Atoms left in 1976 after 
ownership was turned 
over to the United Clubs 
of Jalisco, a Mexico- 
based firm. 
TRADE IN YOUR 
MOBILE!I 
TOP TRADE IN ALLOWANCES 
GIVEN ON NEW 12', 14' or 
DOUBLE WIDE MOBILE 
HOMES. CALL NOW 
(COLLECT) 434-9175 
"LOOK" 
AS low as S200.00 you can buy • 14' wide 
mobile home. furnished, sit up and delivered. 
HURRY!  
Phone Mr. George - collect 434-9175 
! 
, / 
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United States worried Fishermen protest licence increases about pipel ine, i 
V_ANCOU~R (_ _CI~ )__ --_ propesal...s made by the A conseas..us of the were op~posed, without Ehancement com.: SEATrLE, Wash.(AP) for Miaweatern Momlayadehatep i~ 
~zererm~i~m e ~ commmee, me as- reacuon to me .cence qualifiosuon, mittee economist Dav ia_  A subcommittee of the refineries, Rep. Ikm lkmher I~ of =: 
. v. p . .  . sessment on a fisherman increases suuestecl is Reidsaid the alternatives 
bitterly agamst a general with a 20-ton seiner could being com~d-ed .and There was put forward to obtain House Interior and In- A consortium ~poses Wl~a.) against ads .~. 
~overn.m.ent.. proposal be MI,000 a year. reco~e~aanons ~dh ~e about h o ~--a~,,°-c ~°~cr 'e n~ reaction were a liconce sular Affairs Committee to ship the crude ~1 by ida comndttee enlkam~es _= 
mat flmml ucence lees . ----'- , -  ,,-- ---, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  was told Monday that the tank~ to Ki~mat, B.C., as be strm~y ~ to : umu© uu zac xcucrm t lee I~asea oil the previous be ti s to • • cos that should be , . United States should not 400 miles nwthwest .of the Port Angeles y tepped up osbmet, McLeod sand. s s, a fee 
onv for the cost of the McLeed said however recovered, andthorate of _~._~ _lam~_" , _  ,..~_ count on a Canadiun Vancouver, and then proposal, a view 
"- ' ' " ave • in ummu u. m u©~ um mm~ salmon enhancement thatthe pro]~s ,  were . Hec..ould not we  .~.y ~ ,e.~,, ~ . .~ j ,~ .  and a fee on orevious pl .pe]i~.te~annelAIMka move i t t~.og~b~es  ~.  n~st o f .b~ con- 
program announced this mane. merew m. get mmcauon. . ,  o~.  me -,~ro ,,,,,aSam ~'AN ~U~LE landings" a "nste~ for the crnoe~iltoitslandlonked to refineries m Montana, mme~s m mat or~.. 
year. reaction from fishboat reco.mm.en~.uons to .~  P ~r . W ~S 110 exoected ~enefita for refineries. . North Dakota and Imtend be favors me 
operators, processors maae, out ne said mat _ ' "  _ . f l a [ u s m m ~  nmino vselmia Representative Ron Minnesota. K]tlma.t pl u .  . ,, =. 
ndents includin - - - - - -o - - - - - - -  • and others like sports generally, the groups Respo , g ~.~.~,oo .  Marle~ee (R--Montaou) - uomtersaicl men are 
The reaction was fisherman who have an were opposed to the spokesmen for ,spo, r~ ,ae~,,,-.~,-.-. told the subcommittee The Northern Tier stroN~indicat imSlt~ 
disclosed Monday by interest in salmon runs. prmciple of recovering fishermen:alsos~.'d~ that suob faith would put Pipo~a" e Co., wants to eew0il ~ . .  at Ki ', 
program director Ron gov.emmencexpeaditures if they pam. a port ottae Under the first, hesaid, theU.S, in~a "dangerous establish a port at Po~..eo~..q .mue. _.me~s~.semee '.': 
MeLeed after a protest UNVEILED PLAN on me program to double cost they snould have a current fees of $400 for a position." " Angeles on the Strait o~ mr _w..apfinq[. u m sm~eizor .- 
made by Chlef Cecfl Reid I~.Blanc said inMay' the weduction of Pacific role in management..o~ ._ine r and ~.00 for Juan de Fuea and then theumre~mmsanatm" - 
oftheBelIaBella Indian that the government runs. .me program, ana. u~ "gjllnF,~._.. and trollers "Itwonldbealiltlel/ke Iransship the orude to the Canada." _ ._ 
band, one of a number of plans to spend $150 _ . pur.eaucr.aticcos~.s~ul w.'.ou!d I~ve tripled in the letting a forei~ucoontry Midwest via a l,r~04nlle AKitimatport, be.sak/; ~.~ 
erganizations polled by mill/on over five years on ..~ome .gyoupsagreeaon oe nero to a m~umu~. "mitialflve;yonrperiedof wn and operato all of our Fipelineranningffomtbe could .be.. o~erauona~...~ 
the salmon enhancement rearingpends, hatcheries melz~mps.e ot recovery ~ - -  me program, ships," said Marlenee tanker facility to Cold- morequieklymana~m'~ ._ 
committee, and other rehabilitation ironer certam conmuons, ~am~on processors • . who favors a Port An- brook, Mhm. Angeles facility, reduce .= 
Reid wired Fisheries expressed concern at any . . . .  measures. In the second he said, but groups such ~las,  Wash. port. "Why oil tanker milm~e ~ .:: 
Minister Romeo LeBlanc, phase of the program, an as the United Fishermen federal levy unless the Uneer me seconu p i~ ~uldn ' t  we build the SEEMS DOOMED the coasts of B.C. and =. 
terming the su~ested expenditure of betwean .andAl]/edWorkers'Un- deal is sanctioned in a the fee per net tan wenld p/pelins and make ~ Seattle mayor Wes Wa.shi.'ngton.and.serve,.: 
licence increases-double $30 million and $60 ion and the Native federal-provincial run from SL~O to ~AoOper C~adians dependent on Uhlman agreed with exmting refinerzes ' in 
taxation, million a year could be B r e ~  of British agreement hat would nat ton after 15 years, us?" Marlenee's argument Vancouver and ~ ::: 
W " as as Hesaidthat onder one madeoveraper/odofL5 resontaindianfishermen,C°lumbia' whic  rep- safeguarddouble tax tion. them from while under the third The subcommittee and also said the Kitimut t~~ted  wellin the .... 
of three alternative years, pr~M~ the initial fee on heardtho Won and.cons proposal seems "doomed . . . . .  
• seiners would be about Monday of l ocal~l~ an oil to failure" because of Net~aem Tier sta~.. ::: 
$1,800 sinee they wonld be port in this sta~ or one in unresolved native claims . .Thetwo~. .y~~ 
the first to beq~it from .British Columbia as -a in the area plus strong the .~anem ~ ;'; 
th t i f~ ' l  o~neee~n~? and , .  snckeye, pink - - c ruda  I t - -mast  p o in. t for oil boand environmental--tionfr°m Co nadin "as'ranw4ay. oni cosumues Aao er av s er to go 
STONY BROOK, N.Y. Thesehooloblldren;~00 _.gm~.., . . .  b]Y theirpreject. Thetwore'- E il Kn i  I go jail (AP) - -  Researchers s_i.xthgraders in the .Xylitol, ana me omer )y a searchers said in. a 
sere said Tuesday the william Floyd Union namr,  sweetener called prepared statement: V eve es to .... 
U.S. Public Health Free School District on Sorbitel. "At this time, it is 
Service has no,led them Long Island, had been _ I~..te last w~k, the prudent to suspend the 
that preliminary reports chewing the gum fur only _~auo.~al R ~ e  o~ study pending the SANTA MONICA, Prosecutor Stanley Knievel in to begin his minimum security jail at 
showed a chewing gum three days when the .uontal. . . .  ., .. evaluation by the (U~.) Calif. (Reuter) - -  Weishe~ said the attack, sentence on Nov. 31. night and weekends. 
sweetener called Xylitol project was halted, the oranen mine u.~. yublle Food and Drug Ad- Motorcycle daredevil whichle~t Saltman with a He will be able to carry ~ told reporters ~, 
osusedtumorsinlabora- ,nlversitysaid. ..Health Service, informed ministration of the new Evel Knievel, who broken arm and wrist, on with his ontertainment outside court: "]Be is a 
" "" k w tory animals, " The maximum amount me. researche.rs of the evidence from animal adamantly refused to was ,a wmmu att~.ck w~ during eekdays, fair judge . . . .  He  gave 
~he researchers from of gum any child had laboratory .m~n..al study, studies of the effects of apologise for what the with a deadly weap~, but will_ have to enter a me Stair shake." 
the State University of chewed was nine sticks, _The. w_m.. wrwjey or. Xylitol. We want to prosecution called a one that by IdtUng the . . . . . . . .  
New Yorkat Stony Brook university officials said. .co. , ~ t~eago, recenuy assure the porticipoting 5rutalboseballbat at ack rif~t spot on Mr. Salt- •~ v v v v v v v v v 
on a writer, was sen- man s bedycould have cited the reports in an- _/lesesrchers at Stony mu'onmea .a nranu oz students and their teneed Monday to spend ~ his death." • 0LASSIFIED DUDLINES nouncing they have sus- Brook's School of Dental ~ c~uea._ .~r.mt con- parents that the chewing 
pen dedaprojectinwhich M~.'cine had been ~ . Ayll.tol.. that has alrendy occurred his nights andweekeads Under cross- • 
kobool cidldren had just smaying the. possible M~n..u~acturex'snav.en~n has not been injurious to in jai l  for six months, examination, Knievel • vsnzenav  / m u v  I . -  
begun chewing gum Denef.icia.l effects on lOO~gtorane.rna, uv~m health.Oniyn'mestic.ksof State Superior Court admitted he had takon a • lVH l la  " nHMgl l l  S ~dglh 
Ju e Edward Rafeedie second man ~ to hold i -.~taini~ __,Xvlltol. dental, decay of& two saccnarin, wnicn nag Xylitol gum .nave teen J~iU.?l~e was impr~_  by Saltman doom during the 
.been found to p rouuce consmned by par, the f ~ t  and honest attack at the 30th Can- I WEDNESDAY - liliF, SD|¥ I pro, 
• unnors in animals ann ficipants in the study." 
. . . . . .  may be banned. T~e three-year study way in ~niob Knievel had tury-Fex film studio. " : 
| ~t~11~O r~ l" a 1"~ PRODUCED TUMORS was being conducted pleaded guilty to the "lhe man mt with | THURSDAY -WEDNESDAY I san ,  
• %Aq;9].lO ~J.E9 l~ l J .  . Xylitol is a natura~ undera$210,-000cantraet ttack on Sept,13 apinst me because l .had two n . . . .  " 
sweetener obtained from from the Institute of ' author She.ldan Saltman, broken arms. He didn't • L.~|maV ' | l~ |~m~V ~ , ,  ,-- 
~ 'O]r , , t  . j - t~S~ .~-t~t~ plant sources. Stony Dental Research. who wrote a book about want me to hit Mr. M rnm~sm - In ,D im|  i 
~A.~.~.~ t~ t~ov  Bronksaidithasbesnin- Stony Brook said the him. Saltman in the haad so he 
• tormed that when given project had been en- "But. he meted  in a helped me bit him in the I MONDAY = ~1~V I 
QUEBEC. (CP)-- The "It changes nothing ... to lahoratory animals in dorsed by the Tenth way which vi°lates allthe arms," saidKnievel. | . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r . ' - "  
precepts of civilized He refused to identify . . . .A~uon ~ ~ .~., We don't accept the large aeses, the I)istrictDental Society on ty ludg ped | ~ H0 R|FI INII  ON 01JISSIFIEDS secie ," the ' e said the man who bad hel • NO REFil ID OH OUISSIFIEDS 
l'Air an. qusonc,_wmen decision by the govern- s Long Island and was the of Knievel. him attack tho .author. • . . . .  
re~ .r~.ents . . . .  r~aen:' m~t  .to pass its res~nai: tumors: .. . _  ^:  first federaH.y-subsidized 
~,cou  .u'ouers-au~/ bilIw m a.eommisSiOn o! .ur. .~. ;nowarn ,u .aKs, acaoemic .study .of,. the ,,.~. 
bilingual .air traffic Minister Otto La~ after resesrebers conducting students who" par- 
cantr01, an emotional 1976 strike _the. project, Dr. Gary ficipated had all volun- 
Ro~er Demers, . by pilots opposed to  t~s,re anu  t/r: L?.uin. teered and their parents 
ln~t  of me bllingualism m the air. Ripa, immedia~zy hakes had given consent. 
~eciation, said in an But Demers said the 
interview today that .ha..,climate,,-has e v.on r ' ' rea l ly  ~ ~_ , f _ ~ ~ - - " - ~ - ~  " - - - - - "  M E @ , V N A ~ i  D I S T m l C T  O F  three representatives w'.dl. , . , ,~ed m th " " : .  
begin participating sn community. ' m - - u - - ,  "::.~ 
  tion ruts at U U, 
Que.,next Tuesday. wunu OX avmtien in ac- The largest wave ever ridden by a surfer is re- 
The association has cepting the presence of .ported to have been 50 feet high. It happened BATHMAT STnKnNIE bo~'entiedthetasta, runin French in the air." in Hawaii, in 1868, and the surfer rode.the wave Im 
¢o njanctian with a Demers aid one hears only to save himself from being crushed by it. 
'federol commission of in- "no more declarations ~ :.~. 
qulry into air traffic based on fanaticism and 
~ ,  since they racism. 
began in January_. "It's been a question of 
Demers  said the education." 
association changed its The association 
mind because the federal representatives are to 
~ansport department has participate in the second 
comvlied with most phase of simulation tests 
conditions the association which will simulate 
set for its participation. 
"We believe that 98 per 
cent of our conditions are 
filled," be said. 
Among the "essential" 
conditions that Ottawa 
has filled recently is a 
commiiment to transfer 
jurisdiction over quebec 
air space now in the 
hands of the Moncton, 
N.B., control centre to 
Montreal. 
This transfer is to take 
~t~ce over the next wo or 
years. In addition, 
some quebec air space 
controlled from Winnipeg 
is to be transferred to 
Mantrenl. 
Also, the federal 
government did not in- 
torvene at recent 
hearinp to object to an 
attempt"by the Gens oe 
l'Air to decertify the 
Canedian Air Traffi$.As- 
sociation as~ harpining 
agents for QueSec con- 
trollers, Demers aid. 
GAi~ED CONFIDENCE 
Finally, Demers saiu 
he now has more con- 
fidence in Ottawa's 
~.~% to introduce 
• visual flight 
rules at all airports ex- 
T~ts. Montreal's Dorval. 
decision results 
from an interim report by 
the inquiry. 
DesPite participaUon~in 
the simulation tests, 
Demers aid the Gens de 
l'Air still do not accept 
the mandate of the three- 
member commission. 
takeoffs and 
e f'irst port of the 
tests simulated high- 
altitude flight .in air 
traffic corridors using 
French as well as English 
in communications. 
Demers says he ex- 
pects the tests to be 
completed next spring. 
The three jud.~es will then 
write their fmal report. 
QgEENSWAY 
AREA 
0arriers for 
Daily Herald 
required 
immediately, 
Extra earnings, 
PHONE 
635-6357 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" z 36" . 
12 shoots only- 3 ,7§  
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St, Terraoe 
IIBFEIIIEigDUM BY-LAW 
NO. 95, 1977 
Public notice is hereby given to the Electors of the defined 
portion of Electoral Area C, more commonly known as 
Copperside subdivision, that a poll shall be t~ken in ac- 
cordance with the previsions of the "Municipal Act" to 
determine whether or not the electors wish to participate in 
the Copperside Subdivision Fire Protection Referendum By. 
law No. f$, 1977. 
To extend the boundaries of the Thornhill Fire Protection 
specified area to include the Copperside subdivision area. 
The question on the ballot shall read: 
),~J~re you in favour of receiving fire protection services 
bfrom the Thornhill Fire Department at an a~nual tax 
,,levy not to exceed eight (8} mills? 
Take notice that the above is a synopsis of a by-law that may 
be inspected at the Regional District Office, No.9-4k14 Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and is not to be 
deemed an interpretation of the by.law. 
The poll will be conducted at Thornhill Elementary School 
and Clarence Michiel School on the 19th day of November, 
1977 between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. 
LucY. Wood 
Returning Officer 
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HOMEMAKERS I 
TESTED TIPS TO HELP YOU 
Sta in ing  
You can add beauty to 
your home with staining, 
without straining your back 
or budget. A wide range of 
new ear th . insp i red  stain 
colors is now available for 
exterior a~d interior wood 
surfaces and applying them 
is as easy as applying a coat 
of paint. 
Before  you begin stain- 
ing, it's wise to gather the 
tools needed to do the job 
right. These include: paint 
brushes,  tack rags, drop 
cloth or staining cloths for 
use in wiping interior semi- 
transparent stains. If you 
are using an oil base stain, it 
shou ld  be applied .with a 
natural bristle brush. For 
latex stains, use a synthetic 
or polyester bristle brush. 
The most important de- 
cision a homeowner has to 
make is in choosing the just- 
right color and stain effect 
desired--one that brings out 
the grain character of wood 
and enhances its color or 
one that disguises unappeal- 
ing grain pattern and plays 
up the texture of wood. 
To simplify color selec- 
tion and show both opaque 
and semi-transparent color 
stain effects on wood, one 
company, PPG Industries, 
which makes Rez wood 
stain products, has intro- 
duced an easy-to-use stain 
selection system. It allows 
the consumer to see solid 
and t ransparent  co lo r  
effects in 144 colors. These 
inc lude t rad i t iona l  and 
earth-oriented tones, rich 
woodsy greens, subtle tans, 
browns and neutrals, and 
new blues and grays to cap- 
ture a New England weath- 
ered look..All are available 
in oil and latex bases, solid 
or semi-transparent and for 
interior or exterior use. 
Once you have chosen 
the color and type of finish, 
it is always a good idea to 
Wood 
test the stain on the individ. 
ual wood type to which it 
will be applied. All woods 
take stain differently and 
pre-test ing provides an 
added guarantee. If possible, 
take a sample of the wood 
to your local paint dealer so 
he can pretest he effect of 
the co lo r  and finish you 
have chosen before making 
a final decision. 
Obviously, exterior stains 
are formulated to provide 
color retention for wood 
surfaces and long-wearing 
protection from the harmfnl 
ef fects  of  sunl ight and 
weather. Interior stains are 
primarily decorative. So, if 
wear is indicated, such as 
with foot traffic on interior 
wood plank flooring or with 
greasy marks that come with 
ch i ldren 's  fingerprints on 
paneling, then a final coat of 
a clear gloss or satin varnish 
ns recommended. 
Whether  you choose a 
solid, semi-traasparent or an 
interior wiping stain, today 
there is tremendous color 
latitude in wood stains to 
use in creating durable and 
decorative ffects for siding, 
paneling, plank floors, ex- 
posed beams, sundecks and 
furniture. 
Marsh World 
/ 
PEAT LANDS -- Vast areas of North America are 
covered by peat. Peat accumulates in wet areas, 
such as bogs and fens where a combination of low 
temperature, excessive moisture, and often high 
acidity inhibits the normal decomposition of dead 
plant material. Peatlands are usually unproductive 
for waterfowl .because the soil nutrients are tied up 
chemically in the undecomposed peat, and are not 
available to grow the types of food plants and 
invertebrates on which ducks and geese thrive. 
Ducks Unlimited is presently investigating tech- 
niques for managing peat areas to increase their 
potential for waterfowl. 
Ducks UnlimiLed (C,macla) 192- 76 
Briefly 
PROMOTE 
BARLETTA 
NEW YORK (AP) --  
Joseph Barletta, vice- 
president and director of 
administration of The 
New York Daily News, 
has been named general 
manager of the 
newspaper, W.H. James, 
president and publisher 
of The News, announced 
Monday. Barletta, 41, 
joined The News in 1976 
from rrhe Chicago 
Tribune Co. 
CLAIMED RECORD • 
BRUSSELS (AP) - -  
Henri Blaise, who an- 
nounced last week that he 
bad completed the 
biggest crossword puzzle 
in history, died of a heart 
attack Sunday at his 
home near Liege. Blaise, 
38, had plannedt0 open a 
world championship 
competition on his puzzle, 
which has 7,748 words or 
phrases in 25,000 squares. 
Blaise took eight years to 
compile the puzzle, which 
is in French. 
HEART P ~.i~'I~NT 
DIES  
Roadside pot test 
LOS ANGELES (AP) 
- -  Researchers said 
Monday they have 
devised a practical test 
for measuring the level of 
marijuana in the blood-- 
one that eventually may 
be made portable and 
used by police to test 
motorists who may be 
high. 
it is being studied by a 
federal drug agency and 
the California Highway 
Patrol. 
"At the moment, it's a 
test that has to be done in 
the lab, but it's one that 
conceivably could be 
refined into a roadside 
test," Dr. Jim Soares, 
one of the White 
Memorial Medical Centre 
researchers who devel- 
oped the test, said in an 
interview. 
He said the test now 
uses bulky equipment, 
but he estimated that a 
portable device may be 
developed in three to five 
years. 
The White centre 
researchers said their 
technique may serve as 
the basis for more 
uniform laws on driving 
while under the influence 
of marijuana. 
The test, developed by 
Soares and Dr. Stanley 
Gross, still is in "the 
pioneering stages" and 
cannot be used in courts, 
said Victor Reeves of the 
~1 i f  o rn  
department's blood alco- 
h0i and experimental 
drug assay program. 
Inflation-Fighting Food Ideas 
I 
Homemade Meat Sauce For Late Summer Grill 
Sauces have always been used to enhance meats. They 
can glorify faithful money savers such as meatloaf and 
hamburgers. Why not create your own piquant and un- 
usual meat sauce from an excellent camped spaghetti sauce 
with meat. Make plenty of it, store it in the refrigerator to 
use on all sorts of cuts, such as pork chops, which are less 
expensive now, or canned luncheon meat. This "home- 
made" sauce costs much less than the "store bought 
variety" and goes far in putting economical cuts of  meat 
on the best-dressed list. ' 
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HOMEMADE MEAT SAUCE 
• 1 large clove garlic, chopped 
I teaspoon olive oil 
1/4 cup orange juice concentrate 
1 can (15 oz.) Chef Boy-ar.dee ®Spaghetti 
Sauce with Meat 
2 tablespoons wine vinegar 
1/8 teaspoon allspice 
2 tablespoons Worcestershire Sauce 
2 tablespoons Gulden's ®Spicy Brown Mustard 
1/4 cup raisins 
2 packets G. Washington's ® Rich Brown 
Seasoning & Broth 
2 teaspoons sugar 
1 tablespoon dark molasses 
1/2 cup water 
Saute~gariic lightly in oil. Add remaining ingredients. 
Cover; simmer for 1 hour. Pour into blender. Blend for 
3 minutes until smooth. Makes 1-1/2 pints. 
The Secret%ife Of  The ZForest 
F IRES  AND 
Most people would agree 
that nothing is more terrify. 
ing and destructive than a 
forest fire oat of control. 
That's why people who use 
forests for recreation should 
be careful with fire: break 
their matches, douse their 
f ires, watch thei r  cigaret 
butts. 
A lot of people probably 
don't realize, however, that ALTHOUGH SOME PEOPLE THINK ROADS RUIN 
fire is also an important ool FORESTS, this one saved the trees on the left from 
of foresters, especially a the f ire that destroyed the ones on the r ight .  
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THE AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
Lee and John Romita 
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controlled ground fire. 
In certain kinds of for- 
ests, foresters  use fire to 
clear away competitor t ees, 
control fungus diseases and 
strip away the brush that 
can choke the forest floor 
so much that seedlings have 
no place to start. 
Some people also think 
roads ruin forests, but not 
anyone who has tried to 
fight a fire in one. A fire out 
of control in a forest with- 
out roads is almost impossi- 
ble to s top  unless you 
quickly build a road. 
The best way, the experts 
say, is to bulldoze a 15-foot- 
wide road, or fire line, across 
the path of the fire and then 
start a fire backwards to- 
ward the oncoming fire. 
When the two fires meet, 
rJ] i t!s! |ll *ii :Ill ttAGAR ,.~ l//ff~: ~ [( A'r (Dik Browne) 
V 0" ~000!  
They burn disease out  of some trees, such as the 
juveni le Iongleaf pine ( left) ,  and hold back the ) 
compet i tors  of others,  as with the giant Sequoias. 
forests it's unlawful to bull- Nature, i t  seems, w i l l  
doze fire lines. As a result, cooperate with man, if man 
fires in these areas can be learns to cooperate with 
devastating because the only nature. ~ ~z~-/$~¢;~'~/~ I!'IG 
th ing real ly effective is a This article was pre- 
change in the weather, pared by the St, Regis Paper 
CAPE TOWN (Reuter) it's under control. In St. Regis Paper Com- Company which--together 
- -  A woman given a Another thing you can do pany's more than 5.5 rail- with the other members 
splantSec°nd heartoperationin a threetran" is drop in smoke jumpers, lion acres of forest land, of the forest products in- 
They can dig a f i re  line, there arethousandsofmiles dustry--isvitallyconeerned * ' 'm NAR 
weeks ago died Sunday but it may not  be wide of roads. So when a light, with maintaining tire beauty 
when she fell from a enough or quick enough to  ning fire starts, two men in and usefulness of America's 
window at Gr0ote Schuur stop the fire, a pickup truck can usually forests for the generations A CAI4D~ 
Hospital, a spokesman Unfortunately, in some put it out. to come. '.OBCIAK~, 
sa id .  E l i zabeth Nel, 34, ' ~EMBER / 
was given a second heart Fitness is fun. ARE IT WII~ ] 
in what is known as a Try some. N E W S  C O V l ~ k G 1  piggy back operation Oct. No running, 
22. She was South No walking. 
No exercise. 
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Chickadees and nuthatches ~.qhf l~  
are two kinds of birds that are j Ihe daily herald " "  
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